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SCOUTING

1.
A large collection of Scouting items,
to include belts, hats, tops and trousers,
cufflinks, stick pins, woggles, pennants, badges
and buttons, Baden-Powell plates and more
(parcel) £60-100

9.
Overseas and British badges and
name tags, including Proficiency, South Africa,
American, Name tags and more (90+)
£60-80

19.
A Scouting leather belt, with two
hunting knives and pouches, together with a
selection of badges, woggles, pennants and
more (parcel) £30-50

10.
A selection of various Scottish
cloth badges, including Stewartry, Dumfries,
Caithness, Kinross-Shire, Monklands, Springhill,
Isle of Arran and more (approx 80) £50-80

MASONIC & BUFFALOS

11.
An Assortment of Proficiency and
name tag badges, to include Transatlantic
Council Germany, Sverige, Norge, Lakewood,
8th Aylesbury, Karankawa Lodge 307 and more
(approx 90) £60-80

2.
An assortment of Scouting items,
including a uniform, comprising of two jumpers,
a shirt, a cap and side cap, with various cloth
badges, a compass, whistles, books and more
(parcel) £30-50
3.
An
assortment
of
British
Scouting badges, including The Salvation
Army, Nottingham, Lincolnshire, Liverpool,
Bournemouth, Kent, Humberside and more
(100+) £60-100
4.
A collection of British Scouting cloth
badges, comprising Farnborough & Cove,
Basingstoke, Camden, Tottenham, Braintree
District, Berks, Shropshire and more (approx
90) £50-80

20.
A collection of mainly Staffordshire
related Masonic items, including aprons,
jewels, sashes, booklets in two Masonic cases
(parcel) £50-100
21.
A collection of various Masonic
items, including a pouch for Bro James Moodie,
Dewsbury Lodge of M.M.M No. 641, a medal,
various books, aprons and certificates
£60-100
12.
A group of British cloth badges, to
include Greater London, Enfield, Lewisham
North, City of St Albans, Plymouth North and
West, Buckinghamshire and more (90+)
£60-80
13.
A group of Scottish Scouting badges,
to include Midlothian, Dunbartonshire,
Strabane, Rossendale, Orkney, Tweeddale, East
Neuk and more (approx 80) £50-80
14.
A group of Welsh badges, including
South Glamorgan, Llandudno, Cardiff, Barry
etc, together with a selection of British
examples, Isle of Wight, Ulster, Maplin, Essex
and more (approx 80) £50-80

5.
Scouting Cloth badges, various
locations,
including
Harpenden
and
Wheathampstead, Nuneaton, Ashington,
Newham, Crouch Valley, Cheylesmore District
Salisbury Plain and more (90+) £60-80
6.
A large collection of 150+ Scouting
badges, comprising of American and Canadian,
including Bicentennial, 14th World Jamboree,
Sketches by Baden-Powell and more (parcel)
£100-150
7.
A group of Australian cloth badges,
including Aboriginal, Eastern Riverina,
Walaruma, Flinders, Manly, St George Area,
and more, together with a letter and map of
Sydney (50+) £40-60
8.
A collection of Scouting Proficiency
badges and name tags, to include 14th
Batley (S.A), Havering Deep Sea Scouts, 1st
Shackleton, 69th Croydon and many more
(approx 100) £60-80
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15.
A miscellaneous collection of
badges, comprising Islington, Allerton,
Hinchingbrooke,
Nuneaton,
Wansdyke,
Winchester, Stretford, Ouse Valley, Mid Devon,
Hastings Rye, Spalding and more (90+)
£60-80
16.
Various Scouting cloth badges,
comprising Alderbourne, Lewisham South,
Medway, Bexleyheath, Dover, Bowley, Tolmers,
West Wight, Seven Vale and more (approx 90)
£60-80
17.
An assortment of various scouting
items, to include Neckerchiefs, including a
Baden-Powell example, Empire Games 1958
silk scarf, woggles, pennants, badges and more
(parcel) £70-100
18.
A large collection of British and
Overseas scouting items, to include a Year
of the Scout 1982-83 cased medallion, large
collection of pennants, woggles, cloth and
metal badges, keyrings, Japanese stamps and
more (400+) £150-200

22.
A silver hallmarked R.A.O.B jewel,
awarded to PRIMO JOEL CASSON by the
Members of the No.1 Shakespeare Lodge,
Dewsbury, on ribbon having three clasps,
1st, 2nd and 3rd Degree, dated 1883-1893,
hallmarked Birmingham 1893 by Vaughton &
Sons (90g/2.9ozt), together with a group of
12 R.A.O.B Jewels, dated from 1946-1989, one
hallmarked silver (31g), awarded to various
Brothers, various designs including, Palma Non
Sine Pulvere, Grand Lodge of England, Justice
Truth Philanthropy, Nemo Mortalium Omnibus
Horis Sapit and Investiture of H.R.H Prince of
Wales £70-100
23.
A collection of 18 R.A.O.B sash
chains, including G.H Davies lodge No.6184,
Grand Lodge of England, Wulfen Muna lodge
No.9738, Gwydir lodge No.9715 and more,
including some duplicate lodges
£100-150
24.
A wooden R.A.O.B ballot box, the
black painted box having single hand hole to
the front, with lower pull out drawer with brass
handle, together with two R.A.O.B ceramic
drinking vessels, and three framed and glazed
certificates, two for James Bain and the other
Walter G. Sellwood (6) £40-60
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25.
A collection of R.A.O.B sashes,
including Andover & District Prov Grand Lodge,
Charles 1st Lodge No.5694, Windmill Lodge
No.110, Wildenrath Alliance Lodge No.8233
and many more (20+) £100-150
26.
An R.A.O.B G.L.E Grove House
Orphanage Harrogate Medal, together with a
pair of 9ct gold and hardstone Buffalo cufflinks
(8g) and a pair of plain silver cufflinks (6.5g)
£60-80

32.
A group of Police Service related
Medals, including an 1897 Jubilee medal
awarded to P.C W Boult (A Div), Coronation
1902 awarded to P.S T.Kay (2nd Div), Coronation
1911 awarded to P.C A Barter and Police Long
Service and Good Conduct medal, awarded to
SERGT Samuel Jarvis, complete with research
£100-150

37.
A Thames Valley Police Female
Tunic and skirt, together with a Police black
waterproof jacket, a male dress uniform and
more (parcel) £60-100

27.
A selection of gilt metal and enamel
jewels, all for Stewards, including Royal
Masonic Institution for Boys 1946 x2, 1964,
Royal Masonic Benevolent Institution 1960 x3,
Province of East Lancashire Trust for Girls and
Boys 1988 and more, some duplicates (parcel)
£40-60

28.
A Masonic sword by Barton, having
wire bound grip, flared cross guard, leading to
a 71cm long tapering etched blade, complete
with metal and leather scabbard and knot (2)
£50-100
SERVICES
29.
A Medal group awarded to Chief
Inspector Albert Bayman of the Lancashire
Constabulary (Liverpool), comprising a
replacement British Empire medal with box, a
Police Long Service and Good Conduct medal
with box, and a Royal Life Saving Society Bronze
Cross (5) £30-50

33.
A group of Reading Police related
Medals, comprising County Police Coronation
1911 medal, awarded to Police Constable 21
George Elijah Blanch, Reading Borough Police
medal for Bravery, awarded to Police Constable
Albert Godfrey Thomas Gunn, for stopping a
runaway horse in 1901, and a silver hallmarked
Reading Borough Police Swimming Club medal
(The Huntley and Palmers Trophy), awarded
to WPC. 9. Mrs P.M.Millard dated 1952, with
original box, complete with research
£120-180
34.
Three
Irish
Police
Medals,
comprising a Royal Ulster Long Service medal
awarded to Constable E.J McBride RUC, a
Garda Sioghana Long Service medal and a Gard
Sioghana Jubilee medal 1922-1972 (3)
£30-50

35.
A Prison Service Medal Long
Service and Good Conduct, awarded to David
Leedham, EHDM (Operational Support Group
OSG), complete with research £80-120
30.
A Medal group awarded to Sergeant
F Bowles, comprising Jubilee 1887 medal
with 1897 clasp (Constable in the G Div), a
Coronation medal 1902 (Sergeant of M Div),
and a Coronation medal 1911, complete with
some research £80-120
31.
A Medal duo for F.G Cullum (PC
54), born in Newbury, Berkshire, comprising
the Metropolitan Police Jubilee 1897 and the
Metropolitan Police Coronation 1902 (2)
£50-80
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36.
A Fire Service Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal, awarded to Fireman Leslie
E. Hadlow, possibly Somerset, complete with
ribbon badge and enamelled button, together
with an Ambulance Service (Ambulance
Duties) Long Service and Good Conduct medal,
awarded to Graham Green, and a Women’s
Royal Voluntary Service Long Service medal,
unnamed as issued, all with boxes (parcel)
£30-40

38.
A William IV wooden truncheon,
having decorative hand painted design of
crown and royal cipher to the enlarged top,
decoration heightened in gilt, the top half
wider than the hand grip, approx.39cm long
£150-200
PROPAGANDA
39.
A pair of French binoculars, supplied
by Ministry of War, serial 7182, complete with
carry case and strap £30-50
40.
Bowles’s Universal Display of the
Naval Flags of all the Nations in the World,
c.1801, title page engraved in English and
French, hand coloured etched flags, missing
front and back cover but still bound, AF
£60-100

41.
A World War One Presentation
Cylinder from a Sopwith Pup Le Rhône
Engine, the inverted cylinder with applied
RFC cap badge, on wooden plinth, with silver
presentation plaque, ‘Presented by G. Topham
to B.J Seabrook in Commemoration of his first
flight Dec 4th 1918; this cylinder was taken
from an aeroplane that helped in the defence
of London during The Great War 1914-18’, the
plaque hallmarked London, 1918, approx 35cm
tall £1200-1800
42.
The Military Medals Stamp and
Cover collection by Westminster, containing
9 covers with replica miniature medals and 3
covers with commemorative coins (parcel)
£40-60
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55.
A vintage French brass and copper
powder flask, the unmarked flash of oval
cylindrical form, 15cm in length £30-50

43.
A World War Two Foreign Office
Handbook for Germany Police and Security
(including the SS) Chapter VI, dated April 1944,
the handbook gives in-depth information on
the German Policing Network of World War
Two, from History of the Police during World
War Two, Concentration Camps, Location
of the Major German Authorities, a map of
the police districts and Artwork at the back
showing the uniforms of various ranks dress
and service uniforms £100-150

56.
Four volumes of The Royal Air
Force Pictorial Aviation History by Michael
Turner, together with The Luftwaffe 1933-45
Strategy for Defeat by Williamson Murray, and
a large collection of World War Two magazines
(parcel) £60-100
49.
A Victorian Scottish silver and ebony
Councillor’s Tipstaff, having silver terminals,
one with Edinburgh’s Coat of Arms and motto
‘Nisi Dominus Frustra’, the other having VR
Cipher with ‘ Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense’ motto,
the ebony shaft with central silver decoration,
with Assay marks, makers mark MC, with the
inscription Councillor’s Baton, dated 1856,
11.5cm long £250-350

44.
An early 19th Century silver parade
pistol shot pick, hallmarked for London,
possibly 1810, having decorative engraving to
the outer, hallmarks worn, approx 48g
£150-200

58.
A 19th Century Negretti & Zambra of
London brass telescope, dated 1894, together
with a group of five penknives £50-80

50.
A group of nine regimental wooden
wall plaques, comprising U.S Navy, R.A.F
Edzell, Royal Air Force Station Aldergrove, El
Adem, Bruggen and Brize Norton, Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards, 1st Regiment Royal Military
Police, Royal Air Force Police, RAF and two
trophies (11) £60-80
51.
A World War One Francis Wood &
Son trench saw, the main saw marked with a
broad arrow and dated 1915, complete with
original leather carry bag and accessories, and
a Buck and Hickman 1914 tool £50-80
52.
A U.S Army Corps of Engineers wrist
compass, together with a selection of various
items, to include a bovine horn powder flask,
a hunting horn, framed ammunition displays,
Paddy Hopkirk gun holder, Middle Eastern
reproduction shields and more (parcel)
£60-100

45.
A Military issue Jaeger Le Coultre
open faced pocket watch, with Arabic
numerals and second hand subsidiary dial
behind yellow cover, marked with broad arrow
G.S.T.P F044378 to reverse, on watch chain
£100-150

57.
A small collection of 19th Century
Prisoner of War bone carvings, mainly in the
form of decorative knives, some in the form of
fobs and more (parcel) £100-150

53.
A German Nazi Story book by Doktor
Schrecklichkeit, having various illustrated
stories and poems, including handwritten
comical poems, together with a 1916 Happy
Xmas Signal Wish, an RAF Transjordan
Christmas card and a bullion tally, AF (parcel)
£40-60

59.
A Victorian Grenadier Guards belt
buckle, by J & Co, marked 3 to the inner buckle,
having mixed metal centre with Queen’s Crown
£70-100
60.
An inter-war brass compass, dated
1934, marked Comp. Prism, Liq Mk3A, RG
No.AK7015, 6605-000009 O.F.D, with mother
of pear dial, AF £50-100
61.
A large collection of Regimental
related books, including The Sherwood
Foresters, The Rifles, The Chapka, The Royal
Howard, and many more, plus a framed
and glazed picture of The Cameronians with
mounted cap badge (parcel) £40-60

46.
A Duke of Wellington white metal
topped swagger stick, together with a Player’s
Navy Mixture brass ashtray, and a Bakelite
example (3) £50-80
47.
A pair of World War Two period
dispatch riders gloves by Goldcroft, the tan
leather gloves marked with broad arrow,
WD No.269 and dated 1943, together with a
wartime sack, marked U2314 PTE. KING L.A.
MDII VAN’B.C (3) £40-60
48.
A Collection of RAF notebooks,
each having various training and technical
information, with hand drawn annotated
diagrams, including Mk IV Auto Controls,
Aeroplane Automatic Controls, Automatic
Bombsight and Gyro Azimuth, Staff lesson
training, all from Warrant Officer W. H Mackrell
(parcel) £50-80
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54.
A collection of Commando related
items, to include a Wilkinson Fairbairn Sykes
dagger and scabbard (af), a pair of silver and
green enamel cufflinks bearing the dagger
emblem, The Commando Association car
badge, two ties, a cloth and bullion Commando
badge, a Royal Sussex Regiment cap badge, The
Buffs cap badge, a cap (parcel) £80-120

62.
A collection of 70+ black and white
glass photographic slides, showing various
images including British Officers, ruins of bomb
damaged buildings, British Mark V tank, a train
carrying numerous tanks, shells, damaged field
artillery guns and more (parcel) £80-120
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79.
A sketch book of notes and sketches
about HMS Dolphin by Lieutenant Reid, dated
1923, the book having list of the personnel
at the submarine training establishment,
information about the submarine, evolution
of the submarine, training notes, detailed
drawings of compartments and various
components of the submarine, along with
comical drawings and caricatures £100-150

63.
Two World War Two Silk maps, one
of Zones of France, dated Mar 44, the other
Burma and India, together with two later maps,
a selection of Regimental postcards, The 7th
City of London Regiment cards, booklet, 1922
programme of concert, a pack of Semaphore
Signalling in a week, Berkshire Constabulary
Metropolitan whistle, plus another and
Japanese bank notes and a postcard (parcel)
£100-150
64.
A large collection of military related
black and white photographs, comprising
Regimental line ups, various personnel, military
vehicles in India and Burma, the Liberation of
France, German Army postcards, and more,
including photographic postcards (parcel)
£120-180

72.
A World War One R.W.Stiby leather
holster, dated 1917, together with a Schutz &
Co sight, a World War Two 60mm 19A2 shell,
a Milbro Repeater air pistol, a fuse, a selection
of webbing and holsters and much more, AF,
must be 18 to purchase this lot, proof of age
will be required £60-100

65.
A collection of World War One
photographs and documents, including
Balloon Propaganda, letters that would have
been dropped for P.O.W, 14 Company Canadian
Machine Gun Corps letter documents etc, and
the South Africa Artillery (parcel) £60-100

73.
A vintage A.W Bombs wooden
crate, lettering on the crate being ‘ A.W Bombs
Fragile Glass Highly Inflammable Do Not Drop
Handle With Great Care’, together with Cal.30
M1 ammunition box, plus two World War Two
period canvas bags (4) £50-80

66.
A World War One Trench Art shell,
having engraved ASC crest to front and 77th
Aux. Petrol Coy M.T.A.S.C to reverse, also
design to the top, together with a selection of
black and white photographs of planes, a plane
crash and more, plus sketches (parcel)
£40-60

74.
A World War Two Air Ministry
Bakelite Voltmeter by Howard Butler Ltd,
marked AM with Crown, dated 1943, No.5
G/880, serial 16803 F.Gx2 £40-60

80.
Reference Book, The Revolver 18651888 by A. W. F. Taylorson, together with a
small selection of other reference books, to
include The Handbook of British Bayonets by
Ian D. Skennerton, German Army Uniforms
and Insignias 1933-1945 by Brian L Davis, A
Photographic Primer of Military Knives by R. E.
Flook and more (parcel) £30-40

67.
A Harmsworth Atlas of the Great
War, together with a selection of RBIS World
War Two Pictorial Volumes (10), plus a small
assortment of postcards, pay books and badges
(parcel) £50-80
68.
A World War One Trench Art shell,
dated 1909, engraved RFA France 1914-17
with applied Royal Artillery Field gun, together
with a trench art circular box and lid, a trench
art fuse top, a Clino Mortar Mk4 No.18558, a
torch, horn handled knife and food canister
(parcel) £100-120
69.
A pair of riding boots, together with
a pair of unworn studded boots in box, an
entrenching tool, a sword, flag, torches and
more, AF (parcel) £40-60

75.
An early 20th Century blue ensign,
the blue Harp flag of Ireland, yellow and white
lady and harp on blue ground, unmarked,
110cm x 59cm £30-50
76.
An assortment of various items,
including boots, gas masks in carry cases,
webbing, trench art, head phones and more
(qty) £100-150

70.
A World War Two baby’s gas mask,
together with a British No.4 III gas mask in
carry case, plus another overseas example, AF
£40-60

82.
An Edward VII Officer’s Pouch
and Belt, the dark red pouch having bullion
decoration and crowned cipher, surrounded by
gold and red ribbon, the leather belt with gold
and red ribbon, with metal buckle and Royal
cipher £150-250

71.
A German wooden ammunition
case, filled with a large quantity of Gold Block,
pipe smoking tobacco, AF £40-60
77.
A British 1917 Field Compass,
marked F-L, no.77173, together with original
leather carry case, also marked 1917 £50-80
78.
A World War Two T.G Co. Ltd Field
Compass, MkIII, dated 1942, together with a
small selection of ammunition cases, Masonic
items and more (parcel) £40-60
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81.
A Victorian Officer’s Leather
Sabretache, having white metal number 3 to
the front, 28cm H £60-80

83.
A number 8 Pattern frog, together
with a selection of leather sheaths and frogs,
including a Canadian example with belt (parcel)
£40-60
84.
A soft shell P38 leather holster dated
1943, together with a World War Two German
holster, marked with eagle and dated 41, also
indistinctively marked with three letters (Jtu?),
plus another example (3) £70-100
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95.
Two vintage helmet boxes, one
having plaque for C J Smith Esq, Royal Irish
Regt, both AF (2) £20-30
96.
An assortment of various items,
including an oil on board of male in uniform
dated 1919, webbing, a drinks canister, a stable
belt, stirrups, Christmas tin, buttons, pips and
more (parcel) £40-60

85.
A matching pair of early 20th
Century brown hard leather saddle holsters,
complete with straps, 36cm H £250-300

97.
Of RAF interest, all relating to Ronald
Fredrick West, comprising his Identification
cards, Airman’s Service and Paybook, his dog
tags, Flying log book, and more (parcel)
£50-80
98.
A Royal Aircraft Establishment Space
Department Test Satellite model, marked
Comsat No.1A, in fitted box with illustrated
instruction manual dated October 1966
£30-50
PAINTINGS & PRINTS

86.
A Liberian flag, having horizontal red,
black and green stripes with white crescent
moon and star, 92cm x 68cm £30-40
87.
A World War Two German Medic’s
leather bag, dated 1942, marked with Eagle
and Swastika, W&A 195, and dta, two hangers
to reverse (1) £60-80
88.
A World War One Imperial German
flag, having the eagle of Prussia to the centre,
the Iron Cross on the Imperial German colours,
approx 150cm x 90cm, AF £80-120
89.
An assortment of trench art items,
to include a table model of a Supermarine
Spitfire, an Inniskilling Fusilier 1st Btn tankard,
matchbox holder, used shells and more (parcel)
£40-60

99.
Fred Jay Girling, 1900-1982, a pair
of watercolours, entitled, ‘HMS Hood with
‘’J’’ class Destroyer escort’ and ‘The Cruiser’,
framed and glazed, 22cm x 20cm £80-120

103.
A 1936 German Berlin Olympics
poster, an official poster from the 1936
Berlin Summer Olympic Games by Wurbel,
English language edition, published by
Reichsbahnzentrale fur den Deutschen
Reiseverkehr, Berlin, marked Propaganda
Committee of the Olympic Games, Berlin,
1936 to the lower right, depicting a victor with
laurel wreath on head, the Olympic rings and a
quadriga above the Brandenberg Gate, approx.
63.5cm x 101cm £1800-2000
104.
Charles W Sharpe After Daniel
Maclise RA, ‘The Death of Nelson at the Battle
of Trafalgar’, engraving, framed, 92cm x 39cm
£100-200

100.
L. Ruet, signed Limited Edition
etched proof of Napoleon I, After J.L.E Meissier,
together with a hand drawn emblem of the 5th
Regiment of Foot or Northumberland Fusiliers
and Crimean hand drawn sketch by Lieut
Thomas Siddell, 10th Royal Hussars, killed at
Sevastapol, all framed and glazed £50-80

90.
A collection of webbing and other
items, including a belt with speed loader,
1944 dated motorcycle carrier, a German
groundsheet, sheaths, holsters, Uzi pouch and
more (parcel) £30-40
91.
Two pairs of binoculars, both having
leather carry cases, together with a wooden
clacker (3) £30-40
92.
A British Naval Ensign flag, approx
178cm x 84cm, together with a small example
and a silk Japanese flag, AF (3) £80-120
93.
An assortment of German items,
to include hangers, belt loops, field dressing,
black and white photographs, knots, buckle
and more (parcel) £80-120
94.
A white metal tobacco box, circa
1918, of hand beaten circular form, with
hinged lid to top, with central coloured flag
design £30-50
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101.
Two framed and glazed embroidered
insignia pictures, one for Queen Victoria’s
Rifles and the other for The Royal Army Medical
Corps (2) £40-60
102.
Oil on Board, depicting an
impressionist rural scene with outbuildings
signed indistinctly E** to lower right, having
note to reverse ‘Given to Lt Col C Clubb, Royal
Corps of Signals, by King Haakon of Norway
(1872-1957)’; inherited by Mr A Clubb when
his father died, he was told by his father that
the picture was painted by Vidkun Quisling,
born Abraham Lauritz Jansson (1887-1945),
who betrayed Norway to the Germans in World
War Two £30-50

105.
Lucien Marcelin Gautier, etching,
‘Marshall Ney, Prince of Mosko’, signed by
artist in pencil to lower right, HHL blind stamp
to the lower left, with inscription dated 1867,
44cm x 61cm, framed and glazed £40-60
106.
A coloured etching of Napoleon
Bonaparte, together with four other coloured
etchings, including The Eleventh or Prince
Albert’s Own Hussars, the 7th Hussars and two
3rd Regt Foot Guards £40-60
107.
A George VI Officer’s Commission,
given to Lionel Charles Frederick Shore,
together with a 44th Welsh Regt etching,
originally drawn by J. Williams, a framed
newspaper article dated 1815, regarding
Waterloo, and another etching (4) £40-60
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

108.
A letter from Admiral of the Fleet
First Sea Lord John Arbuthnot Fisher (18411920), to a Mrs Stevenson, with Downing Street
blind stamp to paper, together with photocopy
of the reverse of the letter and also Vanity
Fair Spy print of Fisher entitled ‘Jackie’, plus
a lithograph print by Herbert A Lake entitled
‘Cavalry Advancing August 1918’ and a St
Stephen’s Review Presentation Cartoon 1889
entitled ‘Where Is The Enemy?’, all framed and
glazed (5) £200-300

114.
A Third Reich Document stamp, the
wooden body with eagle and swastika stamp
to base, together with Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf
1933 German Edition book, plus two books
‘Hitler and the Rise of the Nazis’ by D. M.
Phillips £40-60
115.
A World War Two Third Reich Ladle
by Berndorf, stamped with an eagle and FL UV
to the front and 1940 to reverse £20-30

120.
A selection of Third Reich stick pins,
including Motor Corps NSKK, Silver Wound,
Hitler Youth, Eagles, NSDAP 15 year long
service cross and more, plus other third Reich
items (parcel) £100-200

109.
A Naval oil on canvas, depicting HMS
Russell (F97), HMS Edinburgh (D97) and INS
Taragiri (F41) in port with various smaller craft
to the foreground, signed indistinctly to lower
left ‘D Henty C***’, 97cm x 46cm, framed
£100-120
110.
Oil on Board, depicting a mounted
Berkshire Yeomanry Officer, 1892, indistinctly
signed and dated lower right (1894?), 36cm x
42cm, framed and glazed £40-60
THIRD REICH
111.
A World War One Iron Cross 1st
Class, pin back, unmarked, together with a
World War One Iron Cross 2nd Class, marked to
hanger, and a World War One Cross of Honour,
marked JK within a triangle to reverse (3)
£100-150

116.
A World War Two Hitler Youth
wooden wall plaque, with centre list of orders
from Hitler ‘We Want’, surrounded by various
coats of arms, all being inlaid, also stamped to
the reverse, 32.5 x 52cm
£150-250

121.
A World War Two German NSDAP
Gold Party pin badge, approx 3cm diameter,
marked Ges.Gesch, Deschler & Sons, München
9, 1385 to the reverse £80-120

112.
A World War Two Iron Cross 1st
Class, pin back, marked L/50, together with a
World War Two Iron Cross 2nd Class, marked
55 to the hanger ring, a General Assault badge,
unmarked, an Infantry Assault badge, pin
back marked S.H.u.Co 41 to reverse, a Wound
badge, pin back, flat back, unmarked, and
some German ribbons (parcel) £150-200
117.
A group of eight Third Reich pin
badges, including The Narvik Shield, NSDAP,
Veterans, Sports, Assault and more (8)
£120-150
118.
A collection of Third Reich Medals
and badges, to include The Cross of Honour,
Wound Badge, Merit Cross, West Wall, Assault
and more (parcel) £80-120
113.
A Knight’s Cross of the War Merit
Cross with Swords, marked L/58 to the hanger
ring, together with an Iron Cross and two
Hindenburg Crosses, one marked 0.16 and
the other 2 R.V. PFORZHEIM, plus a group of
six World War Two period plastic cap badges,
comprising Royal Army Medical Corps by A.
Stanley & Sons, ATS by JR & L Ltd, Royal Army
Service Corps and three others £60-80
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119.
A group of German Third Reich
metal and cloth badges, to include Hitler
Youth, German 40 year award, eagles, NSDAP
and more (parcel) £80-120

122.
A Luftwaffe Bomber clasp, together
with an enamelled pin badge with motto
‘Kreuzer Emden’ to front, by Ferd Wagner,
Pforzheim, plus a gilt eagle badge (3) £60-80
HELMETS & UNIFORMS
123.
A 19th Century Spanish Cavalry
helmet, the green metal helmet with brass
plate, having Spanish Crest and Motto ‘Una
Grande Libre’ flanked by two dragons, with
brass spike to top and white feather plume,
brass chain chin strap and red leather liner, AF
£200-300
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124.
A World War Two period RAF
Greatcoat, dated 1945, marked with a broad
arrow, size No.5, together with an RAF War
Service Dress Blouse, dated 1951, Size No.8 (2)
£40-60

132.
Three British and overseas belts
with holsters, all in white, one having an extra
pouch and another with a whistle (3) £40-60

142.
A Royal Army Pay Corps pattern
1949 uniform, dated 1952, comprising jacket
and trousers, with badges to the sleeve AF
£40-60
143.
Four Royal Army Pay Corps uniforms,
comprising blue dress uniform jacket and
trousers, a greatcoat, plus two others including
stable belt £40-60

125.
A Royal Fusilier’s 1951 pattern Great
coat, in green, dated 1955, marked with broad
arrow and WD, size 5 £30-50

133.
A Victorian spike helmet by
Compton Webb Headdress Ltd, possibly a
Bandsman’s, having large brass helmet plate to
front with motto ‘Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense’
and plain centre £250-300
126.
A pair of Women’s Land Army
Corduroy breeches, size No.3, marked with
broad arrow and dated 1946, by Arthur
Crabtree, also with a War Defence stamp
and number 371, together with a World War
Two Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
publication ‘Food from the Garden’ £50-60
127.
A late 20th Century British Royal
Logistics Corps Uniform, having Major’s
epaulettes, Logistics Corps lapel collar badges,
various medal ribbons, comprising of jacket
and trousers £50-100
128.
A British World War Two steel
helmet, by E.C & Co, marked 8/41, together
with a reproduction Scottish Dirk (2) £30-50
129.
Two Royal Artillery uniforms,
including Dress and Formal, both by Gharfoor
& Sons complete with caps and 1 side cap,
together with two leather sword frogs (parcel)
£50-80

134.
A 19th Century tricorn hat, having
bullion style ribbon decoration to the edges,
AF, together with two Australian hats and a
pith helmet (4) £60-100
135.
A Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineer’s Great Coat, in Khaki green, having
REME buttons, with yellow Civil Defence Corps
Warden armband £40-60
136.
A World War Two period Dispatch
Rider’s helmet, the plastic-type helmet having
a thin leather covering, with attached leather
ear and neck protectors, unmarked £50-80
137.
A large collection of uniform items,
to include boots, trousers, shirts, jackets, a
smock, belts, webbing, pouches, and more
(parcel) £100-120
138.
A vintage duffle coat, in khaki green,
AF £30-40

144.
A Victorian Royal Berkshire
Regiment forage cap, having silver China
badge to front dated Birmingham 1892, blue
Melton cloth with scarlet band £200-300
145.
A Pith helmet, having red fabric to
the front and strap, together with a similar
helmet by Davies Bryan & Co (2) £40-60
146.
A collection of British side caps,
to include an early Royal Army Medial Corps,
Gordon Highlanders, RAF and more (parcel)
£60-100

140.
A 1938 British Brodie helmet,
together with a turtle helmet and one other (3)
£40-60

147.
A group of three World War Two
Brodie helmets, one painted light brown with
red and blue triangle to the side, possibly
M.G.C, dated 1939 marked HS, another painted
black with emblem to front, dated 1939, cream
painted marked WD and dated 1938, together
with a Zuckerman helmet dated 1941 (4)
£80-120

141.
An early 20th Century Other Ranks
King’s Royal Rifles busby by Hobson Sons,
green cloth top with plaited plain cord trim,
black hair plume, with insignia to front, marked
with WD and broad arrow to inside, dated
1902 £80-120

148.
A Grenadier Guard’s Bearskin hat,
by Don Speake & Co, complete with white
plume to the left and graduated leather and
brass chin strap, with leather lining and wicker
frame £200-300

139.
A Royal Corps of Signals great coat,
in khaki green, marked 22740100 to the pocket
£40-60

130.
A Queen Alexandra’s Imperial
Military Nursing Reserves Service lady’s
uniform, the grey and red uniform comprising
of dress, two over shoulder capes and medal,
together with two Red Cross books, a World
War Two trench art shell dated 1942, and
leather covered swagger stick £40-60
131.
An assortment of British and
overseas helmets and hats, to include a Police
Riot Helmet, Police Custodian helmet, a Dutch
plastic helmet (liner), military police helmet, a
Belgian helmet and more (parcel) £60-100
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BADGES
155.
A collection of 22 Scottish cap badges
and helmet plates, various ages, comprising
Toronto Scottish Regt, London Scottish
Volunteers, Scottish Rifles Officer’s, Gordon
Highlanders, 25th Foot King’s Own Borderer,
1st Blackwatch, Seaforth Highlanders, 48th
Highlanders, 92nd Gordon Highlanders, 42nd
Royal Highlanders and more (parcel) £150-250

149.
An Officer’s blue clothed spike
helmet of The Queen’s The Royal West Surrey
Regiment, brass top mount and spike, with
brass binding to the front rim, velvet-backed
brass chin strap, maker’s mark ‘Cater & Co 6
Pall Mall London’, to inside £400-500

156.
A Scottish Black Watch Royal
Highlanders helmet plate, possibly 4th
Volunteer Battalion, Perthshire, the two piece
helmet plate with two lugs to back (top and
bottom), to front a two headed bird with bear
carrying flag to centre above motto ‘Pro Rege
Lege Et Grege’, approx 11cm H £80-120

150.
An early 20th Century 7th (City of
London) Battalion blue clothed spike helmet,
the multi-metal badge to the front of the
helmet with brass mount and spike, velvetbacked brass chin strap £300-400

163.
A Royal Berkshire Regiment Othe
Rank’s helmet plate, a die-cast brass model
having two original loops to reverse and two
later additional loops £40-60

158.
A late 19th Century silver
Inniskilling badge, the hollow badge
hallmarked Birmingham 1890 by Bent &
Parker, hallmarked to the front and the rear,
pin damaged but present and missing the flag,
approx 0.62ozt/19.3g, AF £60-100
159.
A group of six silver ARP badges,
having various badges, all hallmarked, together
with a Scottish silver badge with the motto
‘Eirich as a’Ghleannan’, marked 925, with
proof marks by EAO, plus a Montgomeryshire
Yeomanry Cavalry horse badge, approx
2.38ozt/73.8g £80-120
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162.
An assortment of British and
overseas badges, comprising For Loyal Service,
On War Service, For King and Empire, RAF, 9th
Lancers, 104th Bengal Fusiliers, Royal Dragoon
Guards and more, together with Naval tallies
for HMS Ariel and Sanderling plus a Machine
Gun Corps Card 1915-18, awarded to E Knock
(parcel) £60-80

164.
A large collection of 120+ cap
badges, to include Gordon Highlanders, Royal
Naval Div (Drakes Bttn), Army Cyclist Corps, 1st4th City of London Bttn Royal Fusiliers, 27th Co
of London Bttn Inns of Court, London Scottish,
School of Musketry, Royal Dublin Fusilier and
more, all in home built display £180-220

152.
A 7th City of London Battalion Dress
Tunic, together with matching Mess Uniform
and waistcoat, AF £100-150

154.
A late 19th/ early 20th Century
Officer’s dress tunic jacket for the Royal
Berkshire Regiment, Princess Charlotte of
Wales, AF £70-100

161.
A collection of various cap badges,
to include The Green Jackets, Royal Army
Pay Corps, Scottish City of London National
Guard 1918-19, W.O.2, Ulsters rifles, The Loyal
Regiment, Queens Surrey, Royal Canadian
Ordnance Corps and more, plus a German
Wound badge (parcel) £100-200

157.
An assortment of badges and
collar pins, together with a Bisum knife, three
wooden wall plaques, a pair of miniature
cannons, and more (parcel) £40-60

151.
An RAF Officer’s dress uniform,
complete with trousers and belt, having
Observer half wing, and ribbons for DFC, Air
Crew Europe and three other World War Two
£40-60

153.
A 1980s 1st Battalion Royal Anglian
Regiment Mess Uniform, dated 1988,
complete with jacket and trousers, together
with another Mess jacket (2) £50-80

160.
A large collection of World War Two
and later badges, buttons and cloth badges,
to include Royal Gloucestershire, Berkshire
and Wiltshire Regiments, Duke of Edinburgh
Regiment, Wessex Regt (TA), 19th Dagger
Divison Northumberland Fusilier and more,
plus a belt buckle, and two car badges (parcel)
£70-100

165.
A Victorian East Yorkshire Officer’s
helmet plate, having no scroll, two-piece white
metal plate, with central rose on black felt,
three lugs to reverse, 13.5cm H £180-220
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166.
A large collection of badges and
buttons, to include staybrights, cloth, bullion
and earlier examples, a pair of spurs, a Royal
Engineers swagger stick, a large collection of
medal ribbons and more (parcel) £80-120
167.
A 92nd Gordon Highlanders badge,
together with a selection of various cap
badges, to include Drivers Logistical Corps,
Princes of Wales’s, Army Medical Corps, East
Sussex, Royal Sussex Regt, East Lancashire and
more (parcel) £60-100

175.
A 9ct gold Royal Artillery Sweetheart
brooch, 3g £40-50

168.
A collection of metal and cloth
badges,
including
Lincolnshire
Corps,
Middlesex Regt, Australian Commonwealth
Military forces and more, plus epaulettes,
buttons etc (parcel) £30-40

176.
A Princess Louise’s Argylland
Sutherland Highlander’s belt buckle, together
with a selection of Scottish Regiment cap
badges and helmet plates, including The Royal
Scots, King’s Scottish Borderers Own, Highland
Regiment, Lowland Regiment and more (14)
£80-120

169.
A small collection of Royal Berkshire
badges and buttons, together with Royal
Artillery, a plastic Royal Pioneer Corps badge,
RASC, Yorks and Lancaster, Volunteer Worker
badge marked 84101, Light Infantry and more
(parcel) £30-40

177.
A group of 50+ British cap badges,
comprising 15th King’s Hussars, Queen’s Own
Yeomanry (Dorset), 19th P.W.O Hussars, Army
Dental Corps, Military Foot Police, Oxford
University O.T.C, Royal Horse Artillery and more
(50+) £100-150

170.
An assortment of cloth badges, to
include Somerset Light Infantry, Royal Sussex,
Buffs, Royal Warwickshire, Wiltshire and more,
various ages (parcel) £30-40

178.
A collection of Royal Artillery
badges, various ages, together with a large
collection of Essex Regiment and Essex
Yeomanry badges, plus various buttons and
more (parcel) £80-120

181.
A group of British cap badges,
comprising 4th Volunteer Battalion East Surrey,
Sherwood Foresters Notts & Derby, Duke
of Connaught’s Own, London Rifle Brigade,
Loyal Suffolk Hussars, Prince Albert’s Own
Leicestershire Yeomanry and more (35+)
£60-80
182.
An assortment of Cap badges,
including Royal Hampshire, Loyal North
Lancashire, Hertfordshire, Royal Malta Militia,
Royal Engineers, Royal Army Ordnance Corps,
Intelligence Corps and more (45+) £60-80
183.
A Collection of modern pin badges,
including Middlesex Regiment, Burma Star
Association, RAF, Fire Service and more (parcel)
£20-30
184.
An assortment of RAF and Navy pin
badges, various ages and styles, including silver,
gilt, white metal and enamelled examples, 25+
£30-50

171.
An assortment of various cap
badges, including Brecknockshire, Highland
Cyclist Battalion T.F., 3rd Middlesex RGA
Volunteers, Liverpool Scottish The Kings,
Royal Highland Fusilier and more, plus a small
selection of silk postcards (parcel)
£100-150
172.
A large collection of British and
Overseas cloth badges, including American
and German, comprising Army, Navy, RAF, and
bullion, approx 180 £20-40
173.
A large collection of various buttons,
together with a selection of other items,
including cloth badges, cap badges, pen knives,
tallies epaulettes and more (parcel)
£50-80
174.
An assortment of helmet plates
and buckles, comprising Gloucester, Loyal
North Lancashire, London Scottish, Coldstream
Guards, Household Cavalry, Lord Lieutenant’s
and more (parcel) £80-120
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179.
An assortment of British cap badges,
to include The Suffolk Regt, RAF, The Yorkshire
Fusiliers, Cornwall Light Infantry, Tank Corps,
Army Catering Corps etc, plus a small selection
of overseas examples, Canada, Australia and
USA, plus five Silver ARP badges, 1936-1940
(parcel) £60-80

185.
A large group of regimental pin
badges, to include REME, Army Cyclist Corps,
ASC, Tenth London Hackney, RE, Tank Corps,
The Buffs, and more, in gilt, white metal and
enamelled (60+) £70-100

180.
A collection of British Forces cap
and collar badges, including RAF, Naval and
Army Regiments, comprising metal, plastic and
cloth (70+) £80-120

186.
A collection of 22 silver and enamel
Regimental pin badges, all marked silver or
sterling, including Royal Kent West, Royal
Marines, Loyal North Lancashire, REME,
Liverpool Scottish Cameron, RASC, Sherwood
Foresters, Lancashire Fusiliers and more,
3.5ozt, 100g (parcel) £80-120
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187.
A 9ct gold RAF eagle badge, together
with two 9ct gold Royal Fusilier badge, one
being for the 7th Regiment, 7g £80-100

188.
A collection of 13 World War
Two and later mother of pearl sweetheart
brooches, including gold, silver and gilt
examples, for Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers,
Machine Gun Corps, Royal Marines and more,
plus two silver and tortoiseshell sweetheart
brooches (15) £100-150
189.
Four World War One period silver
pin badges, all hallmarked Birmingham,
comprising The Essex Regiment, dated 1915
by Ahronberg Brothers, Duke of Lancasters
Own, dated 1913 by William James Dingley,
Middlesex Regiment, dated 1916 by Pearce
& Thompson and Royal Artillery, dated 1915
by George Loveridge, two having enamel, AF,
approx 16.8g (4) £60-100

190.
Four Victorian silver Regimental
pin badges, all hallmarked Birmingham,
comprising 2nd Battalion Berkshire Regiment,
dated 1892 by Reynolds & Westwood, 18th
Hussars, dated 1899 by William Hair Haseler,
Royal Army Medical Corps, dated 1900 by M.B,
and 6th Dragoon Guards, dated 1901, makers
mark indistinct, aprox 22.7g, AF (4) £80-120
191.
An assortment of World War One
and later badges, including On War Service
1915, For Loyal Service, Sea Cadets Corps, ARP,
Dunkirk Veterans Assc Ladies Section, War
Munition Volunteers, Civil Defence Corps, Fire
Service and many more (parcel) £50-80
192.
A large collection of buttons and
shoulder titles, to include RAMC, Hyderabad,
Queens Own Buffs, RAC, West Yorkshire,
Naval and more, together with a selection of
cloth badges and a brass etching for the 2nd
Battalion The West Yorkshire Regt,The Prince of
Wales’s Own and more (parcel) £80-120

194.
A group of 14 Edward VIII to
Elizabeth II Royal Engineer cap badges,
including an Edward VIII militia and a George
VI plastic, all with pierced design, mixed metals
(14) £80-120
195.
Two Victorian Royal Engineers cap
badges, together with a Victorian Engineer
Volunteer cap badge, plus three Edward VII
examples, one being militia and six George V
examples, also one being militia (12) £120-150
196.
A Victorian White metal cap badge,
having Victorian Crown and Star design, ‘Tria
Juncta In Uno’ motto around central three
crowns, possibly relating to a Bath Regiment,
Albuhera, Nivelle, Vittoria Pyrenees and
Peninsula to the edges of the badge, to lugs to
the badge, 6.5cm H £30-50
197.
A collection of approx 60 British cap
badges, various ages, including 9th Lancers,
25th County of London Cyclists, Ghurkha
Military Police, 12th County of London The
Rangers, Belfast Harbour Police and more
(parcel) £80-120

198.
A large collection of British cap
badges, various ages, including plastic
examples, including REME, 4th Royal Irish
Dragoon Guards, Prince Consort’s Own,
Paddington Rifles, Kings Own Scottish Borders,
Middlesex R.G.A Volunteers and more (70+)
£100-150
199.
A group of 80+ British cap and collar
badges, various ages, to include Coldstream
Guards, Corps of Military Accountants, R.N.A.S,
War Dept Constabulary, Boys Brigade, The
King’s Royal Rifle Corps, Royal Ulster Rifles,
23rd Battalion The London Regt, Hussars, The
Royal Scots and more (80+) £120-150

200.
A large collection of cap badges,
comprising Canadian Engineers, Lancashire
Volunteers Wigan Corps, Middlesex Regiment
Public Works Pioneer Battalion, Royal Military
Academy, 22nd Dragoons, Kings Own Royal
Rifle Corps, Royal Guernsey, Royal Bucks
Hussars and many more (parcel) £100-150
201.
A collection of British cloth badges,
various ages, including RAF, Naval, Army,
Bullion etc, together with some epaulettes
(parcel) £40-60
MEDALS
202.
A 2nd Royal Berkshire Regiment
World War Two Medal group, awarded
to Corporal Herbert Grundy (4804387),
comprising Defence, War, 1939-45 Star, Burma
Star and Royal Berkshire cap badge; Grundy
died from his wounds in action against the
Imperial Japanese Forces in Burma, 1945,
complete with original box and research
£40-60
203.
A World War Two Royal Navy
Medal group, awarded to Leading Coder
Gerald Moseley (J/X 207570), Mentioned in
Dispatches, serving on HMS Barham when sunk
in 1941, then on HMS Crane when interned
by Vichy French, medal comprising War with
oak leaf, Italy Star, Pacific Star, Africa Star,
Atlantic Star with France and Germany clasp,
1939-45 Star and Barham tally, also including
his Christmas cards and calendar, black and
white photographs of Moseley and Family,
Correspondence, copy of his death certificate
and other research £80-120
204.
A World War One 1st Royal Berkshire
Regiment trio, awarded to Lance Corporal
Alfred James Minchin (7769), comprising
Victory, War, and Mons Star with clasp and
Royal Berkshire cap badge, born in Hermitage,
Newbury in 1887, enrolling in the 2nd Royal
Berkshire Regiment in Newbury 1911, serving
in India, returning home he went onto the
reserves list and was called up in 1914 and
reported to Brock Barracks in Reading, part of
the BEF, he then went to France and was killed
in action during the 1st battle of Ypres, this lot
also includes research £80-120

193.
A collection of Royal Engineer badges
and buttons, including cap badges, silver and
mother of pearl sweetheart brooches, pin
badges buttons and more (parcel) £30-50
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205.
A World War One Royal Marines
and Police Medal group, awarded to Marine
Harry Cooksey (RMA12771 & PO.212771),
comprising World War One trio and Naval
Long Service & Good Conduct medal, plus cap
badge; starting as a gunner Cooksey was posted
to HMS Hindustan and HMS Royal Sovereign,
then later transferred to HMS Cormorant
at Gibraltar 1928, this lot is complete with
research £120-180
206.
A World War Two RAF Medal group,
awarded to Pilot Officer Thomas P Lynch
(88852), and Constable 1064 Palestine Police,
serving in the Middle East flying Mark I Hawker
Hurricanes, Lynch was killed in action, medal
comprising War, Africa Star, 1939-45 Star and
General Service 1918-62 with Palestine clasp,
and RAF Wing cloth badge, all complete with
research £100-150
207.
A World War Two Royal Artillery
Medal group, awarded to Gunner John Kines
Hall (1084571) 1st Air Landing Light Regiment,
fighting throughout Italy and dropped into
Arnham 1944 on the first landing, he was one
of three other gunners and two pilots of the
Horsa Glider with gun and trailer, killed in
action on the second day whilst part of the
defence around Oosterbeek, medal comprising
War, Defence, 1939-45 Star, Italy Star and
France and Germany Star, with RA cap badge,
complete with original medal box and research
£50-80

209.
A World War One Distinguished
Conduct Medal group, awarded to Private
Richard Ida (19216), 2nd Royal Berkshire
Regiment; Richard was awarded the D.C.M in
1917 in Ypres, whilst a battalion runner under
heavy fire and sniping, fetching documents
and maps to avoid them falling into enemy
hands, also with Royal Berkshire cap badge and
research £600-800
210.
A Boer War and World War One
Royal Berkshire Medal group, awarded to
Private Alfred Hancock (2nd 4582 and 6th
9925), fighting in the Africa campaigns and later
during World War One in France and Flanders,
medal comprising Queen’s South Africa with
three clasps (Transvaal, Orange Free State and
Cape Colony), King’s South Africa medal with
two clasps (South Africa 1901 & 1902), Victory
and British War, complete with Royal Berkshire
cap badge and research £250-300

212.
A World War One Military Cross
Medal group, awarded to Captain Frank
Doveton Bazett, 3rd Royal Berkshire Regiment,
Mentioned in Dispatches, born in Newbury,
Berkshire, becoming Mayor of Newbury
1914-1915, he joined the 3rd Royal Berkshire
Regiment in Portsmouth, was injured in live
hand grenade practice in the UK and was not
sent to France, also serving Court Martial
duties, later becoming Mayor of Newbury
again in 1942-1944, medals comprising Military
Cross, War, Victory with oak leaf and World
War Two Defence, complete with miniatures
and research £1000-1500
213.
A World War One Royal Berkshire
Regiment trio, awarded to Private Matthew
Norris (17796), fighting in France and Flanders
in 1915, Norris was wounded in September
1916 and was later discharged due to his
injuries, being awarded the Silver War badge
(92550), complete with research £70-100
214.
A World War One and World War
Two Royal Berkshire Regiment trio, awarded
to Private V.G Pocock (34148), comprising
Victory, British War and World War Two
Defence £40-60
215.
A World War One Mercantile
Marine War Medal duo, awarded to Merchant
Seaman Reginald Charles Leslie Field, born
in Reading Berkshire, working as a Marconi
Operator during World War One, complete
with research £50-80

208.
An Egypt 1882 Campaign Medal
group, awarded to Private Alfred Ernest
Scofield (41/2147), 1st Berkshire Regiment,
served with the 66th Regiment of Foot, medal
comprising Egypt 1882-89 with two clasps
(Tofrek and Suakin 1885), and the Khedive Star,
complete with 66th Foot badge and research
£200-300
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211.
A World War One Military Medal
group, awarded to Lance Sergeant William
Barnes M.M (9264), 2nd Royal Berkshire
Regiment, at the beginning of his military
career serving a prison sentence at HMP
Longport Street, convicted of criminal damage
and theft, he later returned to the 2nd R Berks
Regt and embarked to France and Flanders
1914, acheiving promotion to Cpl and then L/
Sgt, Barnes was killed in action during the High
Woods Operation on the Somme, the lot is
complete with his death plaque and research
£450-550

216.
A World War Two Royal Engineers
Medal group and miniatures, awarded to
Captain R.J.W Dyett (210266), Mentioned in
Dispatches, medals comprising War with oak
leaf, Defence, 1939-45 Star, Burma Star and
Army Long Service and Good Conduct with
Regular Army bar, including miniatures, lot
including research £80-120
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217.
An Indian General Service Medal,
awarded to Sapper H Billingham (1806), Royal
Engineers, with Afghanistan N.W.F 1919 clasp,
together with an Indian General Service medal
1936-39 with North West Frontier 1937-39
clasp, awarded to Rifleman Tekbahadur Fana,
(1901), 1st Battalion, 1st Gurkha Rifles, Indian
Army, complete with research £70-100

226.
An RAF General Service 1918-62
Medal, with Palestine 1945-48 clasp, awarded
to Acting Corporal S.D Johnson (147784),
together with a R.E.M.E General Service
1918-62 medal with Cyprus clasp, awarded to
Craftsman J. A Rumbles (23513317) (2)
£80-120

218.
A Parachute Regiment General
Service Medal 1962-2007, awarded to Private
R.D Kennedy (25110514), with Northern
Ireland clasp, complete with box of issue
£100-150

235.
A World War One Memorial
Plaque, awarded to Private Leonard Beaman
Lomas, 7th Battalion, ‘’D’’, 13 Platoon, Border
Regiment, complete with original letters, b/w
photograph and research £50-80

219.
A group of ten World War Two
Medals, comprising War, Defence, 1939-45
Star, Air Crew Europe Star (Replica), Atlantic
Star, Burma Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Italy
Star and France and Germany Star (10)
£50-80
220.
A World War One RAF duo, awarded
to Private 2nd Class J Love (136790) (2) £40-60
221.
A pair of World War One Royal
Garrison Artillery Medals, awarded to Staff
Sergeant Ernest Stewart (362109), comprising
Territorial Force War medal and the World War
One War medal, complete with research
£80-120

227.
A Royal Tank Regiment Korean
Medal duo, awarded to Trooper H.J Greig
(22647718), comprising the Korean medal and
the United Nations Korea medal, with clasp
and un-named as issued (2) £100-150
228.
An Africa General Service Medal,
having Kenya clasp, awarded to Private R.W.
Powell (22860797), of The Buffs £50-80

236.
An East Yorkshire Regiment General
Service 1918-62 Medal, having Iraq clasp,
awarded to Private R. Bradshaw (59501),
complete with research £60-80
237.
A Naval General Service 1902-62
Medal, having Persian Gulf 1909-14 clasp,
awarded to Able Seaman Edward Philip Upton,
HMS Proserpine, complete with research
£80-120

229.
A Naval General Service 190262 Medal, awarded to D/SK W.G Hamilton
(931467), Engineering Mechanic 1st Class,
Royal Navy £70-100
230.
A Royal Berkshire Regiment General
Service 1918-62 Medal, having Canal Zone
clasp, awarded to Private A. Dando (22214791)
£80-120

238.
A British Military Medal, awarded
to Sergeant Robert Lewis Norman (7469),
9th Service Battalion, Devonshire Regiment;
Norman was awarded the MM for carrying
bombs and rocket grenades while taking heavy
fire, until they reached a sunken road entering
Bullecourt; Norman was a Corporal at the
time and was killed in action, complete with
research £250-350

222.
A World War One Mercantile
Marine War Medal, awarded to Michael
Joseph Higgins, together with a British War
medal awarded to Chief Petty Officer M.O
Dyett (154319) Royal Navy, complete with
some research (2) £50-80
223.
A World War One War Medal,
awarded to Acting Sergeant E.J Grindlay
(022385), Army Ordnance Corps, together with
a World War One Victory medal, awarded to
Private R.J Jackson (1158) Royal Welsh Fusiliers
£40-60
224.
A World War One 9th Lancers Mons
Star, with clasp and rose, awarded to Private
Richard Earl (2199), together with another
Mons Star and clasp, awarded to Driver
Harry Smith (55027) 25th Brigade, Royal Field
Artillery, plus a 1914-15 Star award to Lance
Corporal W.A Gray (P.4830) of the Mounted
Military Police (3) £80-120
225.
A Royal Marines Naval General
Service 1909-62 Medal, with Malaya clasp,
awarded to Marine 1st Class G.A Rayner (PO/X.
5980) £80-100
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239.
A 1911 Coronation Medal, together
with miniature £40-50
231.
A Welsh Guard South Atlantic Medal
with rosette, awarded to Guardsman M.B
Lewis (24603289), court mounted £800-1200
232.
A Royal Engineer’s Gulf Medal,
having 16 Jan to 28 Feb 1991 clasp, awarded to
Sapper T.W Taylor (24885901) £120-180
233.
A Royal Artillery Iraq Medal, having
19 Mar to 28 Apr 2003 clasp, awarded to Lance
Bombardier P.A May (25094993) £180-220

240.
A 1977 Coronation Medal, complete
with original fitted box £50-80
241.
An Imperial Service Medal, awarded
to Harold George Falkenstein, together
with a selection of Jubilee and Coronation
medals, comprising George V and Queen
Mary Coronation, Jubilee 1935 & 1937,
Coronation 1953, Golden Jubilee 2002 and
Diamond Jubilee 2012, some with original
boxes, complete with research for the Imperial
Service medal (parcel) £100-150

234.
An Africa General Service Medal,
having Kenya clasp, awarded to Rifleman R.R
Baigent (23142884), Rifle Brigade £50-80
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242.
A collection of Belgian Orders and
Decorations, comprising Order of The Crown
with crossed swords clasp, Knight Military
Order of Leopold II with crossed sword clasp,
Croix de Guerre Leopold III with oak leaf
clasp, Victory medal, two War Victory 1914-18
medals, one having four gilt bar clasp the other
one and crown clasp, plus a Belgian miniature
medal group of seven medals (parcel)
£100-150

249.
An Edward VII Royal Naval Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, bareheaded
in Admiral’s uniform, awarded to Painter 1st
Class, Henry Thomas Smith (166755), HMS
Nile, complete with research £50-80
250.
A George V Royal Naval Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, having
coinage profile, awarded to Able Seaman
L Charlesworth (J.115495), HMS Dainty,
complete with research £50-80

243.
A collection of Overseas Medals
and badges, to include French Medaille
de la Victoire, French Croix de Guerre with
star clasp, a silver USAAF Air Gunner badge
marked sterling, and four Hungarian, Police
Bronze Merit medal, 5 Years Service Volunteer
Police, Service to the Homeland Class 1, and
Brotherhood in Arms Class 1 1979 Warsaw Pact
(parcel) £70-100

258.
A Durham Light Infantry Kings South
Africa Medal, having two clasps, South Africa
1901 and 1902, awarded to Private W Cooper
(1548), complete with research £50-80

251.
An Elizabeth II Army Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal, with Regular
Army clasp, awarded to Sergeant J Gillespie
(23532812), Royal Tank Corps £40-60

244.
A Victoria Regina Royal Naval Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, awarded
to Private Thomas Mayne of the Royal Marine
Light Infantry, HMS Griffon, complete with
research £80-120
245.
A George V Royal Naval Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal, with bareheaded
bust in Admiral’s uniform, awarded to Chief
Petty Officer Albert Edward Evans (J.9299),
(medal marked Petty Officer, HMS Malaya),
complete with research £50-80
246.
An Army Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal 2nd Type, awarded to Private
John Smith (166) Scottish Fusilier Guards,
complete with research £70-100
247.
A Royal Artillery Army Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal, George VI, crowned
profile with INDIAE IMP, awarded to Gunner G.
Reilly (10522410), having Regular Army clasp
£40-60

252.
A George VI RAF Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal, having coinage profile
with IMP, awarded to Corporal G.M Cooper
(328258), RAF
£50-80
253.
An Elizabeth II Royal Naval Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, awarded
to Chief Air Fitter P.C Leal (FX.735678), HMS
Osprey, Helicopter Squadron £50-80

259.
A 13th Light Dragoons Turkish
Crimea Medal, Sardina Issue, awarded to R.R
Corporal D Cain £60-100

254.
A George VI Royal Naval Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, having
coinage profile with IMP, awarded to Supply
Petty Officer F.C Maloney (MX49711), HMS
Espiegle, together with research £50-80
255.
An Edward VII Army Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal, having bareheaded
bust in Field Marshal’s Uniform, awarded
to Drummer Thomas Rowlingson (1283)
Devonshire Regiment, complete with research
£50-80
256.
A George V Army Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal, having bareheaded
bust in Field Marshal’s Uniform, awarded
to Sergeant W.A Edwards (7177096), Royal
Berkshire Regiment £40-60
257.
An Elizabeth II RAF Long Service and
Good Conduct Medal, awarded to Sergeant
A.C. Hopper (529267), RAF £40-60

260.
A Baltic Medal, from the Baltic Sea
1854-55 campaign, unnamed £100-120
261.
A Naval Egypt Medal 1882-89,
having Alexandria 11th July clasp, awarded to
Ordinary Seaman W.H Slater, HMS Invincible,
together with a Khedive’s Star, marked W.E.I
2473 to reverse, complete with research
£150-200
262.
An Ashanti Star Medal, unnamed as
issued, 1896 to front and ‘From the Queen’ to
reverse £100-150

248.
A George V Royal Air Force Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal, having
coinage profile, awarded to Warrant Officer
Class 2 G.H Eyles, plus research £70-100
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263.
A 1st Seaforth Highlanders Khedive’s
Sudan 1896-1908 Medal, having Khartoum
clasp, awarded to Private J Wallace (4817)
£200-250
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274.
An Edward VII Indian General
Service Medal, with bareheaded bust in
Field Marshal’s Uniform profile, having
North West Frontier 1908 clasp, awarded to
Private Thomas Browning (9698), 2nd late 1st
Battalion, Seaforth Highlanders, complete with
research and copies of documents £80-120

264.
A 4th Battalion Military Train New
Zealand Medal, awarded to Private Edward
Brown (2921) £350-450

269.
A Royal Artillery Abyssinia War
Medal, awarded to Corporal J Hayes (359),
21st Brigade £250-350
270.
A Hampshire Regiment Indian
General Service Medal, having Burma 1885-7
clasp, awarded to Private J Andrews (168), 2nd
Battalion £120-150
271.
A Rifle Brigade Ashantee Medal, no
clasp, awarded to Rifleman William Shillabeer
(2046), 2nd Battalion, 1873-4, complete with
research £250-350

275.
A 3rd Royal West Kent Regiment
Queen’s Mediterranean Medal, no clasp,
awarded to Private G Tingley (9985), complete
with copies of documents £250-300
276.
A Natal Carbineers Rebellion Medal,
with 1906 clasp, awarded to Trooper N. Hill
£150-250

265.
A 2nd Wiltshire Regiment Queen’s
South Africa Medal, having three clasps,
Transvaal, Orange Free State and Cape
Colony, awarded to Private Henry Amor (778),
complete with research and copies of some
documents £80-120

272.
A Horse Artillery Punjab Medal,
having two clasps, Mooltan and Goojerat,
awarded to Gunner James Coolaghan, 3rd
Troop Brigade, Honourable East India Company
£250-350
277.
A Naval China War Medal 1900,
having Relief of Pekin clasp, awarded to
Leading Seaman J.J Adams (148437), HMS
Centurion, complete with research £250-350
266.
A Royal Irish Regiment India Medal
1895-1902, having Punjab Frontier 189798 clasp, awarded to Private J Flood (5467),
2nd Battalion, complete with copies of his
documents £80-120
267.
A Naval Africa General Service
Medal, having Somaliland 1902-04 clasp,
awarded to Acting Chief Petty Officer G.
McRobie, HMS Porpoise, complete with
research £80-120
268.
A 1st Royal Warwickshire Regiment
Queen’s Sudan Medal, awarded to Private
John Thomas Ring (3500), complete with
research and copies of documents £180-220
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273.
A 66th Foot Regiment Afghanistan
Medal, awarded to Private Thomas O’Neil
(1464), O’Neil was killed in action on 27 July
1880 in the Battle of Maiwand, complete
with research, including a photograph of the
memorial he is mentioned (sic), copies of his
documents, and a Maiwand book in which he
is mentioned £1500-1800

278.
A South Hampshire Regiment
Second China War Medal, having two clasps,
Pekin 1860 and Taku Forts 1860, awarded to
Patrick McEvoy (598), 2/67th Foot, complete
with research and copies of documents
£300-400
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279.
A Royal Marines Light Infantry East
& West Africa Medal, having Benin 1897 clasp,
awarded to Private Charles Smith (6092), HMS
St George, complete with research and copies
of documents £250-300

290.
A pair of Imperial Russian Crimean
War Medals, 1856, bearing crowned ciphers of
Nicholas I and Alexander II, with the all seeing
eye, the pair displayed in case, facing opposite
directions £150-200

280.
A King’s Royal Rifle Corps
Afghanistan Medal, awarded to Private
Charles Hooper (1838), 2/60th Foot, complete
with research and copies of documents
£250-350
281.
A Royal Artillery South Africa Medal,
having 1879 clasp, awarded to Collar Maker
George William (3313), 6th Brigade, complete
with research and copies of his documents
£500-600
282.
An 8th Battalion Canada General
Service Medal 1866-70, having Fenian Raid
1866 clasp, awarded to Sergeant G.M Black
£250-300
286.
A Dragoon Guards Waterloo Medal,
awarded to Private Joseph Moaass (75),
1st Regiment, born in East Isley, Newbury,
Berkshire, serving 26 years, he was discharged
due to medical reasons, complete with
research and copies of his documents
£1500-2000

284.
A King’s Regiment Indian Mutiny
Medal, having two clasps, Delhi and Relief of
Lucknow, awarded to Private James Ballard,
1st Battalion, 8th Regiment, born in Chieveley,
Newbury Berkshire, service for 21 years
and later residing in Kingsclere, Hampshire,
complete with research and copies of his
documents £300-500

294.
A World War Two Naval Medal
group, awarded to Stoker W. Pearce First Class,
comprising War, 1939-45 Star, Burma Star and
Atlantic Star, together with a framed black
and white photograph of Pearce and the two
ships that he was on, HMS Glenroy and HMS
Franklin, plus framed certificate and copies of
records (parcel) £40-60
287.
A Royal Artillery Military General
Service Medal, having Coruna clasp, awarded
to Sergeant G Davis, complete with copies of
his documents £500-800
288.
A group of six World War One Victory
Medals awarded to 0-438 PTE H.V.LASSETER
RIF. BRIG, SPTS-5248 PTE. A. THWAITE R.FUS,
27003 SJT W.E STAFFORD W.YORKS.R, S4161527 PTE J.S HODGINS A.S.C, J-6068 PTE A
MYERS R.FUS and 76264 DVR H.WATTS R.A (6)
£60-100
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292.
A World War One War and Mons
Star Medal, having multiple clasps dated
1905-1911, the Mons Star also having metal
rosette, awarded to Driver P. H. Fisher (21825)
of the Royal Engineers, together with a World
War One Victory medal for Private J. E. Brazier
(54117) of the Royal Berkshire Regiment, plus
a reproduction Iron Cross (4) £60-80
293.
A group of three World War
Two Medals, comprising Defence, War and
1939-45 Star, together with a selection of
Commemorative medals, three whistles, a
selection of overseas badges, an Italian dog
tag, and a group of eight British Naval tallies
(parcel) £70-100

283.
A Royal Leicestershire Regiment
Crimea Medal, with Sebastopol clasp, awarded
to Private Marvan £180-220

285.
A Berkshire Regiment Army in
India Medal, having Nepaul clasp, awarded
to Sergeant Moses Faucett, 66th Foot, Faucett
originally from Reading, Berkshire, complete
with research and copies of his documents
£800-1200

291.
A World War Two and later REME
Medal group, comprising Defence, United
Nation Korea, General Service 1918-62 with
Malaya bar and Mention in Dispatches oak leaf
and Army Long Service and Good Conduct with
regular Army bar, awarded to Warrant Officer
1st Class G.G Beere (19037426), the GS medal
awarded when he was a Warrant Officer 2nd
Class £80-120

295.
A World War One Rifle Brigade trio,
awarded to Sergeant A. G. Arnold, together
with framed and glazed memorial plaque, with
original cardboard box of issue, an Imperial
war Graves Commission booklet with location
of photograph of grave, plus copies of birth
and marriage certificates £100-150

289.
A 9ct gold RAF sweetheart brooch,
5g, together with a World War Two War and
Defence medal awarded to Miss E M Hawkes,
complete with box of issue, together with a
selection of London County Council medals,
dated 1910-1912, plus ribbons (parcel)
£100-200
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LOT 302

296.
A World War Two and later Medal
group, comprising Defence, War, General
Service 1918-62 with Palestine 1945-48 clasp
(unnamed) and a Police Long Service and Good
Conduct medal awarded to Constable Jerry M.
Buckley, court mounted, with miniatures and
dress ribbons (parcel) £150-200
297.
A Lancashire Fusiliers Africa General
Service Medal, with Kenya clasp, complete
with miniature, awarded to 2nd Lieutenant D
H Cardew, 1953-1956, together with Nation
Service medal, his dog tag, small selection
of cap badges and badges, also a selection
of family history, with family trees, a book of
letters and press cuttings, the book ‘Echoes
From The Crimea’ by Roger Chapman which
Cardew helped with, and more (parcel)
£80-120
298.
A World War One and World War
Two Pioneer Corps Medal group, awarded
to Major R.A Yeates, World War One medal
state Lieutenant, comprising Victory, War,
an Unnamed 1914 star, France and Germany
Star, 1939-45 Star, Italy Star, World War Two
War and Defence, complete with miniatures,
together with his white metal dog tag/ identity
bracelet, plus two 1937 Coronation medals,
and Jubilee 1935 medal, two having original
boxes, plus research £150-200
299.
A World War One Army Veterinary
Corps duo, awarded to Private W. E. Perkins
(9142), together with a World War One Royal
Artillery War medal, awarded to Gunner E.W
Ladd (61784), and two World War Two Defence
medals (parcel) £50-80
300.
Two World War One 1914-15 Stars,
one awarded to Stoker 1st Class E. J. Hart
(SS.103600) Royal Navy, the other unnamed,
together with a World War One Peace
Proclaimed 1919 medallion, a Royal Army
Ordnance Corps badge and a pin badge in the
form of a bullet with an enamelled Belgian Flag
(parcel) £30-50
301.
A World War One Northern
Regiment duo, awarded to Private W.W. Gilroy
(204117), war medal possibly later named,
together with World War Two medals Defence
(x2), War, 1939-45 Star, France and Germany
Star, Voluntary Medical Service medal, plus
Commemorative and reproduction medals
(parcel) £60-80
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302.
A World War Two and later Royal
Artillery Medal group, awarded to Warrant
Officer 1st Class A. J. Velvick (812132)
mentioned in dispatches, comprising OBE
(Military) 2nd Class, 1939-45 Star, France and
Germany Star, Defence, War, General Service
1918-62 with Palestine 1945-48 clasp and oak
leaf, Coronation 1953, George VI Army Long
Service and Good Conduct with Regular Army
clasp and Army Meritorious Service medal,
complete with miniatures (parcel) £500-600
303.
A World War One Royal Berkshire
Regiment trio, awarded to Private W. Clarke
(15824), complete with memorial plaque in
original cardboard box of issue, his dog tag, a
silver locket with himself and another troop,
black and white photographs, correspondence,
Certificate from the King and more (parcel)
£80-120

306.
A World War One Essex Regiment
trio, awarded to Private A. Watts (16635),
together with his World War Two Defence
medal (4) £50-80
307.
A Royal Warwickshire Regiment
Queen’s South Africa Medal, awarded to
Corporal A. Heath (7124), with three clasps,
South Africa 1901, Orange Free State and Cape
Colony £80-120
308.
A World War One 6th London
Regiment duo, awarded to Private M.
Woolston (4263) £30-50
309.
A Royal Artillery Korea Medal,
awarded to Gunner P McCann (22597974),
plus the United Nations Korea medal (2)
£50-80
310.
A World War One Army Service
Corps duo, awarded to Private T.H Rothwell
(S4-158490) £30-50

304.
An assortment of overseas Medals,
mainly Belgian, including the Military Officer
and Knight of the Order of Leopold, The
Knight of the Order of the Crown, 191418 Commemorative medal and more, plus
American, French and Middle Eastern examples
(parcel)
311.
A collection of Medal miniatures,
comprising Distinguish Service Order, 1914-15
Star, Victory, War, Atlantic with Rosette, LS &
GC, South Atlantic, Normandy Campaign and
more, together with a boxed National Service
medal, boxed Bomber Command, Battle of
Britain and more (parcel) £80-120

305.
A George V Royal Artillery
Distinguished Conduct Medal, awarded to
Sapper H.M Christopher (360076), together
with his Welsh Regiment World War One trio,
plus original boxes plus Imperial Service medal
(parcel) £500-600

312.
A collection of seven World War
One Victory Medals, various Regiments
including Essex Regiment, Labour Corps, Royal
Engineers, Monmouth Regiment, Royal Sussex
Regiment and Machine Gun Corps (parcel)
£70-100
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313.
A World War One RAF duo, awarded
to Air Mechanic 2nd Class N.D King (127855)
£40-60

328.
A selection of Firearm accessories,
to include a Hargraves leather powder flask,
Degrave Short & Co Standard decimal Parts of
Oz Troy set dated 1879, a calibre gauge, a shot
maker, ram rod and more (parcel) £80-120

314.
A group of ten World War Two
Medals, comprising Air Crew Europe, War with
Oak leaf, Defence, 1939-45 Star, Pacific Star,
Africa Star, France and Germany Star, Italy Star,
Burma Star, and Atlantic Star (10) £180-220
315.
An assortment of four World War
One Victory Medals, different regiments
comprising, Seaforth Highlanders, 18th London
Regiment, Northumberland Fusiliers and Royal
Navy (4) £40-60

320.
A 25th Regiment Scinde 1843
Medal, awarded to BHOJ SAWONTH, marked
Meeanee and Hyderabad £250-350
321.
A World War One Memorial Plaque,
for Lance Corporal Ronald William Henry
Parrish of the Royal Engineers, Killed in Action
at The Somme, in wooden frame £60-100
FIREARMS

316.
A 50th Company Imperial Yeomanry
Queen’s South Africa Medal, awarded to
Private R Gardner (28585), with four clasps,
South Africa 1901, Transvaal, Orange Free
State and Cape Colony £100-150
317.
A selection of four World War One
Medals, comprising a Victory, a War, a Monstar and 1914-15 Star (4) £40-60

322.
A German Mauser K98 bolt action
rifle, 7.92mm calibre, serial 5636, adjustable
sight to centre, with stamps to the top of the
barrel and the butt, de-activated to latest EU
standard, with Certificate from The London
Proof House Cert No.5472, dated 20 Mar 2019
£250-300
323.
A British Enfield No.4 Mk 1 bolt
action rifle, .303 calibre, serial BH11382,
magazine marked PF 6755, adjustable sight to
back, with carry strap, de-activated to latest
EU standard, with Certificate from The London
Proof House Cert No.5586, dated 10 Apr 2019
£250-300

318.
A 5th Lancers Egypt 1882-89 Medal,
awarded to Private R Gardiner (2446), having
two clasps Tofrek and Suakin 1885 £180-220

330.
A cased Moore’s Pat Firearms Co.
Front Loading revolver, the .32 calibre teat-fire
revolver with wooden stock, engraved brass
body and white metal cylinder, barrel and
hammer, in very well constructed fitted case
£300-400
324.
An American Winchester P14 bolt
action rifle, .303 calibre, serial 505633, with
fold up rear sight, impressed stamp to the
butt, complete with carry strap, de-activated
to latest EU standard, with Certificate from The
London Proof House Cert No.5471, dated 20
Mar 2019 £250-300

319.
A World War One Royal Garrison
Artillery Military Medal group, awarded to
Acting Bombardier S Osborne (90291), with
Victory and War medal issued when he was a
Gunner (3) £200-300

331.
A vintage J Pratt gun case, having
manufacturer’s label to inside of lid, felt lined
interior, AF £30-50

325.
An Italian Mannlicher Carcano
M91/38 bolt action rifle, 6.5mm calibre,
serial AS7622, dated 1946, de-activated to
latest EU standard, with Certificate from The
Birmingham Proof House Cert No.148227,
dated 02 Oct 2018 £220-250
326.
An ‘Original’ Mod. 35 air rifle, with
a Nikko Stirling Tiara 4X28 sight, complete with
leather carry case £80-120
327.
A Continental Blunderbuss, possibly
a marriage or reproduction, bearing large
proof mark to the top of the barrel, with white
metal decoration £80-120
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329.
A cased 19th Century percussion
cap pistol, having curved wooden handle,
decoratively etched body, lion head hammer,
and octagonal Damascus style barrel, marked
06 to underside, in fitted case with small
copper powder flask, shot maker, shots, and
other tools, with instructions to the inner lid of
the box £200-300

332.
A 19th Century Tower flintlock
blunderbuss pistol, having crown stamp to the
lock plate, wooden body with applied brass
octagonal barrel with fluted end, brass trigger
guard and butt plate, complete with ram rod,
AF £120-180
333.
An Artillery Snider Carbine, marked
with broad arrow and WD, having numerous
other proof marking, action AF £150-250
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347.
A World War One British 1907
Pattern bayonet by Wilkinson, stamped with
crowned GR cipher, ‘17 and broad arrow to
the ricasso, complete with metal and leather
scabbard, the metal and leather also being
stamped £40-60

334.
An East Indian 1808 restocked
flintlock rifle, having lion holding a crown
stamped to the lock plate, complete with ram
rod, brass trigger, trigger guard and fittings
£400-600
335.
Two German Luger stripping tools,
one marked SA 4 and the other indistinctly
marked £30-50

348.
A Mibro Kampa Royal Marine
Commando knife, together with a spike
bayonet and scabbard marked with broad
arrow and VNS TRMI £50-80
340.
A 19th Century Norwegian Naval
Kammerlader breech loading rifle, marked
WF AH with a crowned C to the barrel, all
components marked with the same serial
number 180, dated 1858 £400-600

336.
Two Horn powder flasks, together
with a bulbous copper example, all unnamed,
AF £50-80

341.
A   damaged 19th Century British
Brown Bess Trade Musket, circa 1810, having
Birmingham proof marks to the barrel,
engraved Crown crest to the lock plate, with
brass fittings, barrel length 100cm, AF
£200-300

349.
A 19th Century Sudanese Spear
head, the broad spear head measuring 15.5cm
x 48cm (excluding pole mount), AF £60-80
350.
A Luftwaffe 2nd Pattern dagger
by SMF Solingen, having approval marks,
complete with scabbard £280-320
351.
A group of seven late 19th/ early
20th Century African daggers, all of different
design, mainly wooden handled, having either
leather or various animal skin sheaths, blades
AF (7) £100-150

EDGED WEAPONS & OTHER WEAPONRY
342.
A 19th Century Middle Eastern
Cosh, possibly Turkish, having bulbous wooden
form to one end, having applied white metal
and fabric design to the handle, 50cm in length
£70-100

352.
A 19th Century double headed axe,
possibly African, having cut out decoration to
each blade, mounted on 50cm long handle, AF
£60-80

353.
A Third Reich Red Cross Hewer,
having eagle, swastika and cross to the cross
guard, single fullered, single edged blade with
saw back spine, complete with scabbard
£280-320
337.
A Wooden Holland & Holland
Shotgun cartridge-shaped advertising sign,
having gilt painted shadowed-lettering above
an oval scene of hunter with dog, advertising
the Gun and Rifle Manufacturers £400-600

343.
A Third Reich Government Official’s
dagger, with simulated mother of pearl grip,
eagle’s head pommel, cross guard with eagle
and swastika, the double edge blade marked
Alcoso, Solingen, complete with scabbard with
oak leaf bands to hangers, complete with belt
strap and knot (4) £2500-2800

338.
A 19th Century flintlock musket, the
white metal lock plate marked 1777, the barrel
marked FDH and the wooden butt stamped
1875, 146cm total length, complete with ram
rod £150-200

344.
A selection of bamboo arrows and
leather quiver, the six arrows having slender
tapering metal heads with numerous barbs,
together with a hardened leather quiver,
arrows approx. 45cm long £40-60

339.
An 1866 Mutzig Chassepot bolt
action rifle, marked to the barrel, serial D
97588, barrel dated 1868, manufacturer’s
stamp to the butt and dated 1869, action AF,
complete with ram rod £300-400

345.
A 19th Century Prussian Infantry
Officer’s sword, having fold out guard with
crowned eagle design, later wooden hand grip,
79.5cm long double fullered blade, possibly
the 1889 model £60-100
346.
An early Naval Cutlass, having
full steel guard and rubbed grip, complete
with damaged scabbard, together with a
Bandsman’s sword by H Gill, having brass grip
and guard, with lion head pommel, single
edged, single fullered curved blade, both AF
£180-220
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354.
A North African horn handled
sword, having tapering double edged blade,
leading to shaped horn and metal handle,
66cm in length £80-120
355.
A 19th Century Naga Dao sword/
machete, having mixed material blade with
white metal collar, complete with wood and
reeded sheath, blade 45cm long, AF £60-80
356.
Three 19th Century Egyptian
daggers, each having curved blades, with
leather and mixed material sheaths £100-120

357.
A Middle Eastern Jambia, possibly
from Yemen, having silver filigree and leather
scabbard with applied hard stone decoration,
AF £80-100
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358.
Two African tribal spears, together
with a small selection of arrows in a quiver and
a whip, AF £30-50
359.
A Turkish sword, together with a
German bayonet, a Kriss, an ivory handled
blade and two others, all with damages, AF
£50-80
360.
A Chinese short sword, having
florally carved grip and hand guard, leading
to 39.5cm long double edged blade, with
shagreen scabbard £150-250
361.
Three reproduction Indian talwars,
each having curved blades, with etched design,
all with scabbards (3) £60-80

368.
A 19th Century Moroccan Nimcha,
having decorative brass inlay to the handle,
curved blade with etched design, approx 27cm,
AF £50-80

376.
A Fairbairn Sykes Fighting dagger
by Nowell & Sons, the bottom of the handle
marked with crossed keys and *D, no other
markings to the handle or blade, AF £100-120

369.
A Burmese Dha Montagnard sword,
complete with scabbard, blade AF
£40-60

377.
A Luftwaffe Officer’s sword by SMF
Solingen, having double edged half fuller
blade, 77cm, sun wheel swastika to pommel,
feathering to the cross guard, leather and wire
grip, complete with white metal and leather
covered scabbard £600-800

370.
Two Middle Eastern Kukri knives,
one having wooden handle with brass inlay, the
other has the scabbard, together with the head
of a pole weapon, similar to a bill, having single
edged blade, 25.5cm long, another blade and a
whip (parcel) £80-120

378.
A World War One Cavalry Lance,
having triangular spear end with concave
design, marked No.I.I.P, dated 1915, with
broad arrow COI 5, with bamboo shaft with
steel spike butt, butt marked 12 L, also with
white and red pennant, approx 272 cm long
£80-120
362.
A 19th Century Malaysian Kriss
dagger, having carved wooden pommel and
scabbard £120-150
363.
Two 19th Century Indian Talwar
swords, both having same handle and curved
blade, one blade slightly rusted, both having
leather covered wooden scabbards, AF
£150-250
364.
Two reproduction Indian talwars,
each having curved blades, with etched design,
all with scabbards £40-60
365.
A 19th Century Masai spear head,
with 65cm long double edged tapering blade,
together with a 20th Century African spear
head, 43cm long (2) £60-100
366.
A 19th Century Afghanistan Choora,
having T-Back tapering blade, with wooden
handle, AF £50-80

371.
A Tudor period plug bayonet, bearing
impressed Tudor Rose and Crown marked to
both sides, the tapering double edged blade
with etched design to bottom, signed by the
LCC to William Hoy 13th October 1686, overall
36cm long, in later leather scabbard £200-300
372.
A group of four Middle Eastern
Kukri knives, one having bone handle with
decorative white metal and hardstone
scabbard, the others all with leather scabbard
and two smaller knives, all various ages (4)
£100-150

379.
A World War Two German K98
Mauser bayonet, complete with original
scabbard and frog, matching serial number
1636b, blade also marked 42ddl £70-100
380.
Three Indian talwars, all in rusty
condition £50-80

373.
Three Arabian daggers, including a
Koummya Jambiya, with applied white metal
decoration, together with a similar example
and a smaller example (3) £70-100
374.
Four Overseas daggers and knives,
including a double edged example with leather
bound grip and scabbard, blade 34cm long,
together with a smaller example with white
metal grip and scabbard, plus two other knives
(4) £60-100

381.
A Luftwaffe Officer’s Sword by SMF
Solingen, having double edged half fuller
blade, 76cm, sun wheel swastika to pommel,
feathering to the cross guard, leather and wire
grip, complete with white metal and leather
covered scabbard £600-800
367.
A Spanish dagger, possibly 17th/18th
Century, having triangular blade with a concave
spine, floral swag decoration to the blade,
carved wooden and brass decorative handle,
25.5cm overall length £50-80
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375.
Three Arabian Koummya Jambiya
daggers, all having wooden handles with
applied white metal, white metal scabbards
with decorative etching, two larger and one
smaller example (3) £70-100

382.
A Limited Edition Buck Knife,
number 022 of 500, having decorative fixed
10cm long blade, complete with a CA.Smith
Leathercraft hand made sheath £60-80
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383.
Three Middle Eastern Talwars, one
marked M915 to the blade, the other two
having marks to the spine of the blade, all with
scabbards £80-120

393.
Three World War One German
Turkish Ersatz, all having green painted
handles, with black metal scabbards (6)
£40-60

384.
A Russian Shashka, the large
blade having numerous marks to the handle,
including date 1930, also marked with makers
mark and date to the single sided blade,
complete with scabbard and cruciform socket
bayonet, serial 3488 £40-60

394.
A Canadian Ross bayonet, Patent
1907, with scabbard and US marked frog,
together with a Lee Metford 1888 pattern
bayonet (3) £60-80

385.
A Burmese blade, having wooden
handle and 53cm long single edged blade, with
etched design including a motto, together with
wooden scabbard, plus a 70cm long blade,
missing handle £40-60

395.
A collection of various blades, to
include a Brunswick, two spike bayonets with
cruciform blades, an 1870s cut down trench
knife and scabbard, a Swiss Sig and a K98
marked S/176G, with scabbard £150-180

402.
A horn handled sword stick, the
terminal in the shape of a clenched fist holding
something, together with a carved conductor’s
baton, a light infantry white metal topped
swagger stick and two Officer’s batons (parcel)
£100-150
403.
A collection of various knives and
bayonets, including Brazilian machete, small
kukris, toledo, converted fighting knife, modern
Fairbairn Sykes style knife, hunting knives and
more (parcel) £120-150

396.
A Dutch M4 bayonet, with US M8A
scabbard and frog £60-80

386.
A 19th Century folding lock knife
by Wade Wingfield & Rowbotham, complete
with original leather scabbard, AF £80-120
404.
A World War One Swiss Sawback
by Waffenfabrik, 1914, also stamped with the
Swiss cross, serial 74555, complete with metal
scabbard £150-200

387.
A presentation Uzi bayonet in case,
the unmarked bayonet having brass handle
and guard, with white metal blade, in fitted red
felt lined case £60-80
388.
Three World War One German
Turkish Ersatz, all having green painted
handles, with black metal scabbards (6)
£40-60

397.
A British 1875 pattern Volunteer’s
sawback bayonet, having makers mark to
the blade, complete with leather and metal
scabbard £150-250

405.
A French Chesspot bayonet, serial
14781, with metal scabbard, serial 66556,
together with a French Berthier bayonet, serial
93513, together with marriage metal scabbard
£120-150
406.
A group of seven No.4 Mk2s, four
having scabbards, AF £40-60

389.
A 1905 S98 sawback by V.C Schilling
Suhl, Saxon marked, together with two German
Ersatz with metal scabbards (5) £150-200

407.
Three 1907 SMLE’s two having
leather and metal scabbards and frogs, the
other by Wilkinson (5) £150-180

398.
An 1856 pattern German marked
Yataghan bayonet, complete with metal and
leather scabbard £80-120
390.
A Canadian Ross bayonet and
scabbard, with makers mark and Patent 1907,
complete with US marked frog £60-80
391.
An assortment of various blades
and bayonets, to include three sockets, a
green blade machete, a German dress, a gras,
a Spanish K98 style Pr8 and an Italian blade
(parcel) £100-120

408.
A Ross Mk2 with scabbard, together
with an 1856 pattern yataghan, a Martini
socket bayonet by R & W.A, and a Martini sword
bayonet by Wilkinson, dated ‘89, possibly MkIII
(4) £150-180

399.
A Welsh marked Lee Metford
bayonet, 1888, marked 1 WEL 361, together
with a Swiss Sig, a Chesspot and a St Etienne
Mason’s sword (4) £120-150
400.
A group of seven No.4 Mk2s, five
having scabbards, AF £40-60

409.
A rare Indonesian bayonet, using
Dutch and Japanese parts, complete with
leather scabbard and frog £250-300
410.
A Jungle Carbine No.5 MkI bayonet
by Radcliffe, complete with metal scabbard
£100-120

392.
A World War One 84/98 sawback by
Gebr Heller, having matching serial numbers,
187, complete with metal scabbard £150-180
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401.
A 19th Century Enfield pole lance
point, possibly 1846 pattern, 39cm total length
with spike tip £40-60

411.
An antler handled German Dress
dagger by Carl Julius Krebs, Solingen, together
with two other German Dress daggers, one
marked W.K.C and the other A.C.S, all having
metal scabbard (6) £100-120
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419.
A French 1882 pattern Heavy
Cavalry sword, having brass pommel and
guard, the blade unmarked, single fullered and
92cm long, complete with metal scabbard
£150-250

412.
A 98/05 Butchers Sawback bayonet,
complete with steel scabbard, having markings
to the entrance to the scabbard
£150-180
413.
A German Ersatz EB47 bayonet,
complete with black painted steel scabbard,
leather frog and knot £150-180
414.
An 1871 Pattern sawback bayonet
with matching serial numbers, both the
bayonet cross guard and the brass and leather
scabbard marked 54.R.R.8.48 (2) £400-500

429.
A 19th Century French Bandsman’s
Sawback, dated 1847 to the cross guard,
with numerous other markings to the cross
guard and base of the blade, the blade approx
48.5cm long £200-300
420.
An Indian Talwar, having tempered
blade, with etched inscription, also makers
mark to blade near hilt, the hilt and guard also
with etched design £60-80
421.
An antique sword, having helmet
and crossed lance design to one side of the
guard and shield with crossed lance to the
other, the pommel also with decoration,
the wooden grip of ribbed design, the blade
76.5cm long, AF £50-80
422.
A Naval Officer’s sword, together
with French boarding cutlass, a heavy cavalry
sword by A & E.H, two foils, one by Leon Paul,
and a scabbard, all AF (6) £60-80

415.
A shortened S98 sawback by Alex
Coppel Solingen, dated 1906, the blade being
24.5cm long, complete with steel and leather
scabbard, leather frog and white and blue knot
£200-250

423.
A George V Royal Artillery sword,
together with a Victorian sword, plus another
example (3) £120-180
424.
A Victorian Infantry sword by Firmin
& Sons, having decorative blade, with white
metal and brown leather scabbard, together
with a Victorian Bandsman’s sidearm with
scabbard, AF £80-120
425.
A small Wilkinson Sword short
sword, together with a small tribal spear and a
Gat Gun, AF £50-80

430.
A 19th Century cabbage cutter,
having cockerel design to the pommel, scale
style design to the grip, floral hand guard with
double sided 46cm long blade £100-200
431.
A Victorian Rifle Officer’s Sword,
having foliate decorated etched blade with
‘Victoria Rifles’ and emblem, pierced design to
the guard, complete with scabbard £150-200
432.
A Victorian sword stick, having silver
terminal and collar marked E.B April 13th 1912,
with concealed square shaped tapering blade
£60-100
SPORT & COUNTRY PURSUITS

426.
A Polaris ‘Samurai’ diver’s knife, the
stainless steel blade being double edged, one
edge serrated, in Spartan sheath £50-80
416.
A Bavarian marked S98 sawback
bayonet, dated 1903, bayonet indistinctively
marked **223, the steel and leather scabbard
marked 148.R.11.101 £300-350

434.
Tottenham Hotspur, a quality
scrapbook that features the arrivals of Osvaldo
Ardilles and Ricardo Villa and other changes to
the playing staff and managers £60-80

417.
A brass handled EB22 German
Ersatz, marked to the spine of the blade,
complete with metal scabbard £300-350
418.
A World War One German Demag
trench knife, the double edged knife marked
‘Demag Duisburg’ to one side and ‘DRGM’ to
the other, complete with scabbard and frog, AF
£100-120

427.
A German Sawback machete by
Alcosa, Solingen, marked AWS on scales to the
blade, complete with steel scabbard and frog
£200-250
428.
A World War Two US Mk2 Legitmus
machete, dated 1944 together with two socket
bayonets, both having numerous markings (3)
£80-120
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433.
Tottenham Hotspur, a well presented
scrapbook chronicling the arrival of Martin
Chivers, Jimmy Greaves leaving to go to West
Ham with the arrival of Martin Peters in part
exchange during the years 1970-1974
£60-80

435.
Tottenham Hotspur, two scrap books
covering 1978/9 season to 1981/82 includes
a Truro City programme signed by Steve
Perryman, a booklet ‘Spurs go marching on’ FA
cup photographs, League Cup and an article of
Spurs over 100 years, very good condition
£60-80
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436.
Tottenham Hotspur, a quality scrap
book covering 1970s, 80s and 90s as far ar
1992/93 when the Premier League started
£60-80

437.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes, a
superbly presented folder containing six sides
of information and eleven home programmes
Plymouth 1947, Nottingham Forest, Leeds
1948, Barnsley, Sheffield Utd, QPR 1949,
Sunderland, Luton, West Ham, Hull City and
Preston NE 1950 condition ranges from poor
with creases and some nicks to very good, a
number have writing for team changes
£100-120
438.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes, a
second very well presented folder containing
information about the years 1950/51 and
corresponding home programmes all in
good or very good condition, some with a
small amount of writing, including Bolton,
Manchester Utd, Sunderland, Burnley, Stoke,
Newcastle, Middlebrough, Arsenal, Charlton
from 1950 and Wolves, Aston Villa, Chelsea,
West Brom, Fulham, Everton, Huddersfield and
Liverpool 1951 plus the Borussia Dortmund
Festival of Britain match in 1951 £150-200
439.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
home programmes 1951 and 1952 that
include from 1951 Fulham, West Brom, Bolton,
Burnley, Wolves, Charlton, Newcastle, 1952
Stoke, Preston, Derby, Portsmouth, Hibernian
and Blackpool various conditions but generally
good £80-100

441.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
a folder of home programmes dating from
1954 - 1959 includes 1954 Leeds, West Ham
Res, Sportclub Wacker, FC Vasa Hungary, 1957,
Blackpool, Sheffield Wed, 1958, Sheffield Utd,
Manchester City, LeedsBirmingham Res, 1959,
West Ham, West Brom, Birmingham Arsenal
Res, Leicester Res, Burnley, Everton various
conditions £60-80
442.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
a folder of home programmes dating from
1960-1961 includes 1960 Fulham, Manchester
City, THFC Public trial, Everton, Blackpool,
Manchester Utd, Brighton Res, Bolton, Aston
Villa, 1961 Newcastle x 2, Sheffield Wed, Notts
Forest x 2, various years and conditions
£50-70

443.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
Charity Shield programme V Newcastle 24th
September 1951, Souvenir programme v
Grimsby Town April 22nd 1950 and two FA Cup
semi-final Arsenal v Chelsea March 18th 1950
generally good condition £250-300
444.
Tottenham Hotspur, an official
Christmas Card sent to staff in 1949 with
a printed story about the club and card,
Exeter City V Spurs programme 1987 and a
Plymouth Argyle V Spurs programme 1985
with autographs of possibly all the players all in
good condition £100-120

446.
Southampton/England, forty plus
Southampton programmes mainly from the
1970s together with five ‘England supports’
shirts, red printed on back ‘In Swen we Trust’
XL, blue polo XXL, white England shirt L, royal
blue L, white ‘Come on England’ L , an England
jester hat plus six bar towels £40-60
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450.
World Cup 1966, original World Cup
Programme (weighs 130g) together with two
Championship programmes, Brooke Bond Tea
souvenir plus The Daily Express and Evening
Standard special issues. £80-100

451.
Zinedine Zidane, an autographed
Adidas red football boot in acrylic display cases
(26cm x 26cm x 33cm high) with COA Rye by
Post ‘Lifetime Guarantee’ excellent condition
£50-60

445.
Tottenham Hotspur, ‘History of
Tottenham Hotspur’ book good condition no
dust cover £60-80

440.
Tottenham Hotspur Programmes,
a well presented folder of home programmes
1952 and 1953 that include from 1952 Bolton,
Burnley, Charlton, Blackpool, Manchester
Utd, Sunderland, 1953 Tranmere, Sheffield
Wednesday, Preston x 2, Portsmouth, Aston
Villa, Arsenal Res various conditions £80-120

449.
Football
programmes,
twenty
programmes including Arsenal V Liverpool FA
cup Final 1950, Chelsea V Leeds 1970 Final x
2 plus replay, nine Chelsea programmes from
1968-1971 (includes three Real Madrid Cup
Winners 1971) plus more £50-70

447.
Arsenal Football Shirts, five adult
shirts (large and one medium) yellow Sega, Fly
Emirates, red O2, Nike tick, hooped and dark
blue plus a yellow (Arsenal Collection) good
condition £50-70
448.
Arsenal Memorabilia, a large
quantity of memorablia much of which is
unused that includes Highbury and Emirates
Stadium photographs, cufflinks x 2, key rings x
2, tie pin, boot bag, bib, wall rug, pens, wallet
set, three scarves, three caps, alarm clock, four
books and two T shirts £50-70

452.
Fabio Cannavaro, an autographed
Umbro grey football boot in acrylic display
cases (26cm x 26cm x 33cm high) with COA
Rye by Post ‘Lifetime Guarantee’ excellent
condition £30-50
453.
1966 World Cup tickets plus, four
ticket stubs from 1966 World Cup finals, July
13th France V Mexico, July 16th England v
Mexico, July 20th England v France and July
23rd England V Argentina all at Wembley
generally good condition plusmore than
twenty Aldershot programmes from the 1960s
and a FA cup final programme Blackburn V
Wolves 1960 £50-60
454.
Liverpool FC, a plastic Ray Wilkins
Wembley trainer football covered with
seventeen autographs from players from
the mid 1980s including Ian Rush and Phil
Thompson £30-50
455.
Fulham FC, Fulham FC programmes
all in good condition with approximately sixty
from the 1960s, seventy plus from the 1980s,
one hundred and twenty plus from the 1980s
and some later ones £30-50
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456.
Fulham FC, five framed and glazed
prints Craven Cottage 105cm x 42cm, team
print of Southern League Winning squad 190506 (55cm x 44cm) a triple print of Craven
Cottage (57cm x 46cm) Johnny Haynes (50cm
x 35cm)and Luis Boa Morte triple photographs
(46cm x 36cm) good condition £30-50
457.
Football,
approximately
thirty
programmes mainly Southampton 1960s,
with some from Oxford University pre-World
War One, with reference to Oswald Thomas
Norris, up from 1904 to 1905, who won a
Blue at football (captain) and cricket, thence
by descenttwo vinyl singles, trade cards,
Corinthian FC 1903 & 1904 fixture books, three
Stanley Matthews print blocks, postcards and
more £50-70
458.
Billy Wright, a collection of Billy
Wright memorabilia including Civic Banquet
invitation, 1949, including his autograph, Stan
Cullis and six more, ten England programmes
from the mid- 1950s when Wright played, ticket
stub England vs Wales 1952, photographs,
video and more £40-60
459.
2012 London Olympics, two silver
barrier posts on circular bases ninety three cm
in height that have pull out retractable tapes to
guide queues with London 2012 printed on the
tape (approx 2.20m in length) good condition
£50-70

469.
Cricket, a set of twenty Wisdens,
1950 - 1973 with 54, 59,71 & 72 missing,
generally good condition £40-60

463.
Sporting Paintings and Prints, The
Athletics Sprinter, Gerry Blood (born 1932),
oil on board, 113cm x 45cm, painted for the
1988 Seoul Olympics; Blood, FRSA, is the son
of a Nottingham coal miner, a keen road racing
cyclist and gifted painter - he has had work
accepted by the Paris Salon; appointed to be
the official artist for the Seoul Olympics, his
work has been collected by England cricket
captain David Gower and tennis star Steffi
Graf; one of his Tour de France paintings sold
in these rooms on 16th May 2017, Lot 67;
with signed rugby print R D Beattie numbered
110 of a match in 1869, 65cm x 48cm; and
two horse racing prints of the Cambridgeshire
Stakes, 1853, engr. C.N. Smith after S.Alken
60cm x 45cm £50-80

470.
Cricket, six vintage cricket caps three darker coloured with Norfolk County
Cricket Club shield badges and three lighter
coloured with different designs, formerly
the property of BGW ‘Bryan’ Stevens, who
played for Norfolk from 1937 to 1958; with
six further items, including Denis Compton’s
Benefit Programme, small book ‘Life of Richard
Linsell’, an autographed Nottingham CCC card
1838-1988, a glass image of a ladies team (?),
score cards England vs Australia (some filled in)
1912, 1948, 1953 and more £40-60
471.
Cricket Cigarette Cards, a variety
of cigarette cards depicting cricketers, Smiths
cricketers, 50/50 Ogden’s, Guinea Gold, Hill’s
Famous cricketers, caricatures, four framed
& glazed John Player & son cigarette card
presentations (33cm x 62cm) and a further
seven albums of cricket cards £80-120

464.
Louis Delancray active S W France
1940s,
Portrait of Michel Sorondo, oil
on canvas, signed and dated bottom left,
46cm x 56cm; Sorondo was a French Rugby
International and local player in S W France,
depicted here in his international jersey with
the logo of his club, US Montauban, in the
background £40-60
465.
Muhammad Ali, a framed and glazed
autograph, no COA (19cm x 14cm) £30-50
466.
Freddie Mills, a collection of seven
photographs, two framed that includes a
postcard of him training at The Airman pub,
signed promotional photographs plus a ticket
for the Woodcock fight at White City June 2nd
1949 £40-60

460.
Olympics 1956, Melbourne Olympic
Games particpant’s medal very good condition
£175-200
461.
Horse Racing, a framed and glazed
presentation of twenty six Royal Ascot card
badges from 1995 that includes badges for
the Royal Household, Prince Philip, Prince of
Wales, Prince Khalid bin Abdulish, Princess
Royal, Prince Fahd Salman and others £50-100

467.
Rubin Hurricane Carter, a pair of
white boxing shorts with Hurricane printed
in large lettering on the front plus a felt tip
signature bottom front left with Allstars COA
£40-60

473.
Cricket, thirty one Wisdens with
some duplicate copies dating from 1950 - 1974,
eighteen from the 1950s, eleven from 1960s
and two from 1970s generally good condition
£50-70
474.
Cricket, three limited edition albums,
the first commemorating the 100th Test at
Lord’s Cricket ground, the second about the
Centenary Tests in 1980 and the third about the
150th Anniversary of the birth of Dr W G Grace,
all containing first day covers, photographs and
accompanying text, very good condition
£80-100

462.
Horse Racing, two silk scarves one
published by Welch, Margetson and Co Lts
depicting all the Derby winners from 1780
with Crepello 1957 featured in the middle and
a green scarf printed with horse shoes, jockey
hats and other racing items together with a
three sided small ring type ornament good
condition £40-60
468.
Ricky Hatton, a signed Ricky Hatton
glove (no COA) with printing on wrist ‘Ricky
‘Hitman’ Hatton IBF light Weight welterweight
World champion Las Vegas, plus two framed
and glazed (36cm x 45cm) posters Leyton Baths
and Cintras Croydon, three Boxing News, two
featuring Henry Cooper 1966, a brown leather
speed punch bag and five photographs that
includes a signed Duke McKenzie £40-60
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472.
Cricket Painting and Prints, Denise
Rooum (1929 - circa 2010), Gasworks End
(Bradford), left-handed batsman in mid
stroke, signed and dated ‘96 bottom right,
40cm x 80cm; oil on canvas Rooum was born
in Bradford and attended Canterbury College
of Art in 1954 before becoming an artist,
draughtsman and teacher; with Vanity Fair
print, 49cm x 64cm, and six humorous smaller
prints, all bar one framed and glazed £50-80

475.
Cricket, a large quantity of
memorabilia including two black and white
photographs of Blackheath CC, ten books
including a signed limited edition ‘For Essex &
England’, Graham Gooch, and Wisden Cricket
Memorabilia, with framed and glazed Australia
Touring team print 1993, trade cards, quantity
of postcards and cricket fixture cards £40-60
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476.
Cricket, The Journal of the Cricket
Society - one hundred and eleven copies,
1960s (15), 1970s (20), 1980s (20), 1990s (25)
and 2000s (31), good condition £50-70
477.
Vintage Cricket Bats, two cricket
bats, a Duke & Son Penshurst ‘Victory’ possibly
1930s (full size) still solid taped bottom half with
binding in place together with an ‘Aquila’ by
Clapshaw & Salmon, London (Boy’s size) solid
with some missing binding and discoloured
£50-60
478.
Snooker Cues, BCE custom cues
(Ronnie O’Sullivan) and Alex Higgins cased and
in good condition £40-60

485.
Fishing Reels, six reels, Ambassadeur
No6000 in case with oil and instruction booklet,
Abu 505 boxed, Shakespeare Spin-Wondereel
No1756, Intrepid Standard, Abu-matic 60 and
Allcock Duco used condition £30-50

493.
Sea Fishing, two Seacor Travel
Pilk/Boat four piece rods in bags excellent
condition, a D-A-M Blue Surf no:2528 360 (12
foot) together with a small bag of sea fishing
hooks and weights £40-60

486.
Fishing Equipment, a case of
approximately thirty flies, a fly making vice, a
number of lures, weights and hooks plus some
line £30-50

494.
Fly/Pike Fishing, two rods, Olympic
tubular fiberglass rod 8ft, Ultra fiberglass rod
model3185, 8.5 foot both two piece one bag
in tube plus three reels Daiwa 720, Olympic No
300 and Mitchell Avocet C2000R, two cases of
flies together with a Howlin Hog (12ft) rod in
excellent condition £50-80

487.
Fishing Rods & Reel, three rods,
an antique eight foot solid bamboo rod, a
telescopic rod Sea Hawk ARJ No6265 (6.5 feet)
and a fibre glass light weight (6.5 feet) together
with a Banax reel 650SS, some line weights and
hooks £60-80

495.
Kites, three large stunt kites plus one
smaller version in good condition £20-30
STAMPS
496.
A collection of British and World
stamps, including a Meteor album with some
Victorian to Elizabeth II representation, several
Royal Mail presentation packs and other unsed
stamps, two further albums and loose stamps,
one box £80-120

479.
Fishing Reel, Fly reel made by Hardy
Brothers Ltd, ‘The Perfect’ 3.75” generally
good condition £80-100
480.
Fishing Rods, two rods, Octopus nine
foot two piece and Octopus ESS eight foot two
piece both in bags and used condition £30-50

488.
Rowing Display, a superb framed and
glazed display of four wooden models, eights,
fours, pairs and scull possibly circa 1900 with
oars surrounding the boats measuring 130cm x
56cm x 10cm depth good condition
£400-500
489.
Horse Racing, a Max Brandrett
limited edition print 18/850 framed and glazed
Cheltenham Gold Cup 1990 Norton’s Coin,
Desert Orchid and Ten of Spades (84cm x
66cm) good condition £30-50

481.
Fishing
Rod,
an
unbranded
hexagonal eleven foot rod with two tips (three
piece) in good condition apart from wear on
cork plus a telescopic net £30-50

497.
An album of British stamps, the
stockbook with good Victorian and Edwardian
examples on seven pages, the remainder
vacant £200-300

482.
Fishing Rods four rods two seven
foot rods both two piece, one B. James & son
good condition and the other in Matinez &
Bird rod bag plus an unbranded two piece fibre
glass 8.5 foot freshwater rod with two tips and
a two piece seven foot freshwater rod used
condtion £40-60
483.
Fishing Rods, three freshwater fibre
glass rods, a three piece 12 foot, an unbranded
6.5 foot and a Milbro Trufly 8.5 feet used
conditions £30-50

498.
Two folders of modern US stamps
and coins, all relating to Elvis Presley, with
Colourised Quarter Staters and The King of
Rock & Roll Coin & Stamp Collection related
examples (2) £50-100
490.
Fishing, a quanitiy of fishing gear
includes a 6ft Kevin Nash which contains two
rods Avon Quivertip Av110-C carbon 11ft 2
tips, a 12ft Pro Performance Power Feeder
360 three piece and other items plus a keep
net in bag, a pair of Ron Thompson boots size
9 in Lureflash bag, Pantera 6m Power pole,
umbrella and a fish mega mat £70-100
491.
Fishing, a large fishing box containing
a wide range of fishing accessories that include
a large number of floats, many unused, two
Optonic bite indicators, Leeda 2XL Freespin
6500 reel and everything else that maybe
required to fish £40-60

484.
Fishing Reels, Six Fly reels, The
Gordon 3.5” by Sharpes of Aberdeen (boxed)
Noris Shakespeare Beaulite (cased) Valdex and
Prodex from Young & Sons Redditch, Intrepid
Gearfly and ELO bakelite £40-60
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492.
Fishing, six reels, two Bravo HRS
70 , four small spinning reels one Shimano
Custom GT 2500, a bag full of numerous fishing
accessories including approximately thirty
floats and much more together with a 10 foot
Crusader Match rod model 2395-300 £30-50

499.
A collection of Victorian and
Edwardian stamps, presented on nine loose
sheets, with a BG penny black £100-200
500.
A collection of stamps and coins and
toy figures, including a small swops pocket
stockbook, a possibly prisoner of war small
pocket stockbook with German and Dutch
examples, a XLCR small album, various loose
British coins and a tin with unpainted military
figures £100-200
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501.
Three modern Malaysian stamp
collection books, 1992, 1989 and 1994,
together with a group of 70 Malaysia stamps
on a board (4) £30-50
502.
A collection of stamps, mostly in
schoolboy albums, and some loose, a few mint
examples and FDCs £80-120

510.
A collection of modern Royal Mail
mint stamp sets, approx 75 £100-200
511.
A collection of British stamps and
First Day Covers, in four folders, one with
Victorian, Edwardian and later examples (4)
£50-100

503.
A modern album of Queen Mother
First Day Covers and other coins and FDCs,
including a 1999 Britannia silver 2 Pounds coin,
a 1972 crown in case, a Falklands Island 1982
crown, an RAF uniforms Mint Stamp set, and
more £40-60

517.
An album of British stamps, the
Collecta folder from 1840 to 1951, including
an IE penny black, an Imprimaturs style orange
£5, and more, not complete, some additional
pages to rear £100-200
512.
A collection of World stamps,
carefully collected in several folders, with
representation from China, South Africa,
France, and around the globe, along with other
presentation sets, loose stamps, a postcard
album and loose postcards, two boxes
£150-250

504.
A good collection of British stamps,
in two albums, the first album with 1920s to
1950s on the first few pages, most mint, then
leading into the 1950s to the 1980s, mint, the
second album from 1990 to 2005, mint (2)
£150-250

518.
A collection of British stamps, in
five albums, dating from the 1950s, but some
earlier, up to the 2000s (5) £100-200
519.
A collection of UK islands and other
stamps, from Isle of Man, Guernsey, Jersey
and Gibraltar, in six folders and a stockbook,
together with a collection of FDCs and mint
stamps £80-120
520.
A collection of modern Royal Mail
Mint stamp sets, approx 60, plus other related
items and envelopes from the Royal Mail, in
box file £60-100
521.
A collection of World stamps, in
several albums and stockbooks and loose, very
diverse £80-120

513.
A collection of modern Royal Mail
mint stamp sets and First Day Covers, appox
over 100, together approx 35 first class and
second class stamp booklets and more
£150-250
505.
A collection of stamps and other
items, in two boxes, including two Simplex
albums, other albums and stockbooks,
predominantly 1940s to 1960s, along with
FDCs, some pre and post decimal mint stamps,
a small quantity of Victorian and later half
crowns and other coins, a group of canoe and
other medals and more £180-220
506.
A collection of stamps, in five albums
and a small stockbook, mostly schoolboy
efforts, some Victorian and Edwardian £50-100
507.
A collection of stamps and First Day
Covers, some pre- and post decimal mint, a
schoolboy album with Victorian, Edwardian
and later, an old Crawford tin and more
£50-100

522.
A collection of World stamps, in
albums and loose, mostly George VI onwards
from Ceylon, Commonwealth islands and
around the globe, one box £50-100

514.
A collection of World stamps, in
many stockbooks and loose, some themed
stocks for US, Canada, Italy, New Zealand,
Europe and much more, two boxes £100-200
515.
A collection of British stamps, in
eleven albums and stockbooks, dating from
Victorian to present day, some albums with
mint post decimal, together with a shoe box
with PHQ postcards, one box £100-200
516.
A collection of British stamps
in two Stanley Gibbons Windsor albums,
spacely populated, together with two further
similar albums and five vacant albums and
stockbooks, and quantity of loose stamps and
some cigarette cards from Kensitas, Stephen
Mitchell and others, two boxes £100-200

523.
Five albums of British albums,
mostly unused and mint with some high
denomination, definitives, blocks and more (5)
£150-250
524.
A collection of pre and post decimal
mint stamps, in presentation packs, booklets
and miniature sheets, several high definitive
examples, one box £100-200

508.
A collection of 1950s and onwards
Channel Islands stamps and First Day Covers,
in three albums and loose, one box £80-120

525.
Five albums of stamps, four British
from Victoria to Elizabeth II, some mint,
together with a Strand World stamp album (5)
£60-100

509.
A
vintage
Simplex
stamp
album, concentrating on Greece, but also
representation from around the globe
£100-200

526.
A collection of British mint stamps,
in many booklets, with some pre- and post
decimal, presented in biscuit tins, one box
£100-200
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527.
A collection of stamps, in biscuit tins,
some mint but mostly used, 1950s onwards,
one box £50-100
528.
A collection of Guernsey stamps, in
stockbook, mostly mint, from 1944 up to 2001
£50-70

535.
Postcards, one modern album P2 - including comic, Lance Thackeray, G E
Shepheard, Phil May, Tom Browne including
theatre advertising, Bruce Bairnsfather, Louis
Wain, glamour including Kirchner, Gibson,
theatre and music advertising cards, Tuck
Kyd Characters from Charles Dickens and
Columbian Exposition, P-G (176) £70-100

529.
A collection of Vatican City stamps,
in folder on printed Pontifical States papers,
some mint, from 1929to the 1950s, not
complete £50-80

539.
Transport Postcards, P4 - maritime
- RP German submarine UB 131 on Hastings
beach, Jan 9 1921, broken loose from tow
(1) and RP HMS Valiant (1), coloured and
printed (3), motoring - commercial RP Bentley
Weymann Saloon (1) and Daimler 35/120
Saloon, circa 1928 (1), aviation - RP Imperial
Airways Silver Wing Air Liner at Croydon
Aerodrome, Armstrong Whitworth Argosy,
circa 1928 (1), RP aerial view of Aerodrome (1),
and RP Parnall Plover Amphibian (1), G (10)
£30-50

530.
A collection of World stamps, with
some GB, Hong Kong, Polish, Hungarian, and
more, some mint, along with FDCs and more
£50-100
POSTCARDS & EPHEMERA
531.
Postcards, one period album - P2P4, including PP undivided back Liverpool (2),
RP New Tyne Bridge, Newcastle, pub. Johnston
& Sons (1), PP and coloured UK topographical,
RP Mullion Cove (1), RP Model Yacht Pond,
Great Yarmouth (1), F-G (apx 180); and various
loose, mainly modern (qty) £30-50
532.
Various postcards, loose - P2, RP
Hampton Court Palace, with visitors, pu 1907
(1), PP - Wheatley, Oxon (1), Abinger Hammer,
Surrey (1), some cards between travelling
brother and sister, F-G (17) £20-30

533.
Postcards, one period album - P4,
including RP infantry marching to or from white
stucco Southern Railway station (3), RP naval
cadets on TS Cornwall (1), RP HMT Huntsgreen
(1), RAF football team 1926 (1), RP Victoria
Barracks (1), P3 song card sets and singles, art
glamour including Chilton Longley and le Duc,
woven silks - Royal Berkshire Regiment (2),
sentimental (16), RP squatter camp, French
colony (?) (2), PP Tuck Napier Mole, Karachi
(1), RP Ramsgate (1), RP High Street, Sevenoaks
with Ford Model T, pu 1928 (1), RP charabanc,
Portsmouth (1), RP E C Grace, Stanford Dingley
milk cart and churns (1), F-VG (apx 150) with
P6 and P7 and loose £80-120
534.
British Printed Woven Silk Postcards,
P3-P4, colour printed birthday and sentimental
greetings, printed ‘British Manufacture’ and
reference number, in similar style to French
woven silks, G-VG, pu and npu (44) £60-80
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536.
Postcards, two modern albums mainly P2 - sentimental and glamour including
Tuck, mostly chromo-litho, Gruss Aus, ub,
Language of Stamps, shipping, Nelson interest,
RP of boy on bicycle (1), RP Desdemona
stranded Newport, Pembs, 1906 (1), aviation,
RP horsedrawn bus in Market Place, Kingston,
npu but with later inscription (1) and royalty,
P-G (apx. 300) £200-300

537.
Postcards, period albums - P2
sentimental and greetings cards, RP Bamforth
police card, 1905 (1), P2-P4 - song cards,
cats, railway locomotive silver prints, some
postcard size, most modern, topographicial
UK, some RP including Doncaster trolley bus
(1), other Doncaster interest, silver print of De
Dion Bouton 1902 Type K1 8CV with Sheffield
registration ET33, circa 1903-1905, RP The
Mile Cross pub, Aylsham, Norfolk (1), French
10-part composite of Cuirassiers, with loose
motoring and railway silver prints, various
loose postcards and cabinet cards, and some
modern, with two empty albums (qty)
£170-250

540.
Postcards, two period albums - P24, churches, RP, PP and coloured, RP Streetly
(1), RP Brockwell Park with grazing sheep (1),
Zeppelin air raids (3), RP Scarborough Pierrots
(1), RP blast furnaces by night (1), RP Warninglid
(3), RP Woldingham (1), RP Wolverhampton
with distant tram (1), RP Hornton Court,
Kensington High Street and Rutland Gate (2),
RP Netton Ford near Great Bedwyn main line
and industrial railway junction (1), and others,
G (apx 250) £40-60
541.
Postcards,
P2-P4 RP - seaside
audience at Brighton including sender (1),
motorcycle combination at Shoreham, Kent
(10, Wootten Asylum, Glos (1), Horley (1),
Sizewell, Suffolk (1), Horeham (1), The Shanty,
Fairlight, Haywards Heath (1), trap in ford,
Brockenhurst (1), with overseas topographical
including Aden (5) and Spain before Civil War
(G); with quantity P6-P7 £30-50
542.
Postcard Albums, two modern
embossed simulated leather albums, contents
P6, 1950s £30-50

538.
Postcards, P3 Donald Mc Gill (1),
with P4 Bamforth, Constance and others,
seaside humour (qty), floral chromo-litho
cabinet/carte-de-visite album, including silver
prints, seaside and military (qty) £20-30
543.
Postcards, P6 shopstock, some still
in two wooden drawers, much duplication, PP
topographical, mostly Winchester and area,
saucy comic, birthday and other greetings,
mostly P-F, dusty (apx 1800) £40-60
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544.
Naval and Maritime Ephemera,
various items including Brown’s Signalling
1950, Brown’s Rule of the Road 1954, US
Navy reduction tables for air navigation 1965,
Admiralty Manual of Seamanship Vol III 1951,
Nicholl’s Concise Guide Vol I, hand written note
books, and other volumes together with three
pairs of epaulettes, two by Harveys London
and two by SW Silver & Co London, P-F; with
various British and European motor touring
maps, Bartholomew’s Half-Inch UK maps and
various OS maps (qty) £30-50

545.
Edouard Lanteri (1848-1917), late
19th Century brass Commemorative Medallion
for the French (Shaftesbury) Hospital in London,
engraved for founder Eugene Karminski, on rededication of hospital in 1890, 76mm diam., G
£100-150
546.
Shopstock Ephemera,
including
Handicrafts Limited Picture Patterns and
Calendars, including Felix the Cat and Bonzo,
and embossed card and chromolitho religious
verses, mostly circa 1900-1930s, some af
£30-50
547.
Greetings Cards Salesman’s Sample
Album ‘The Art Series of Private Greetings
Cards, British, circa 1914, with scrap book
addenda over next few years, including cut-out
scraps, Robertson’s chromolitho paper Gollies
(14 in F condition), Great War ephemera,
postcards and other items £40-60

548.
A Panoramic Silver Print Photograph
of The Investiture of Edward Prince of Wales at
Caernarfon Castle on 13th July 1911, with the
Prince at the centre under awning and invited
guests gathered around and on battlements,
framed, 830mm x 290mm visible £100-150
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553.
The Tichborne Claimant Trial
1860s-1870s, the celebrated case of an
imposter claiming to be Sir Roger Tichborne Vanity Fair prints 1869-1875, framed (12), and
two related copy prints (14) £50-80

549.
A printed Proclamation by the
Lords Spiritual and Temporal and others for
the Ascent of King George the Fifth to the
throne, printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode,
signed to upper section by the dignitaries and
councillors of Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire,
including Sir Charles Philipps, Lord Lieutenant
of Haverfordwest, the Ex-Mayor and Gas
Manager, framed, 510mm x 730mm; and
telegram from Queen Alexandra to the Mayor
of Haverfordwest, May 9th 1910, thanking him
for his sympathy, framed, 220mm x 140mm
£80-120
550.
Huntley & Palmers Ephemera, Kate
Greenaway 1972 ‘naughty’ biscuit tin with rude
jam, dogs and couple in flowerbed, 205mm
diam., sample tin, booklet to commemorate
visit of Queen Mother, 1955, export list
catalogues from Huntley & Palmer, Peek Frean
and Jacobs, under Associated Biscuits banner,
1970s (22), and two miniature tins (a lot)
£50-80
551.
Huntley and Palmers Ltd, gelatin
silver print of Huntley and Palmers Ltd fire
brigade river tender, with crew manning four
hoses in drill at back of factory, photographers’
bllnd stamp Victor White & Co, Reading, circa
1930, framed and glazed, image size 440mm x
310mm £20-30

552.
Picture Post Magazine, edited by
Stefan Lorant and Tom Hopkinson, published
by Sir Edward Hulton, employing superlative
photographers and writers, a substantial
collection of carefully selected issues from
1938 to 1950, representing 438 copies out of
the 640 printed over this period, most copies
in protective bag, overall G, with spare bags
and detailed inventory of issues in collection.
£200-300

554.
The Tichborne Claimant Trial
1860s-1870s, the celebrated case of an
imposter claiming to be Sir Roger Tichborne
- period newspapers, journals and extracts
relating to the case, bound in period folio,
Tichborne Estate Mortage Debenture, 1871
and sheet music cover, with two bound volumes
of The Englishman, 1874-1875, edited by Dr
Kenealy QC, the claimant’s barrister, Ye Dole of
Tichborne, 1871, Mrs Brown on the Tichborne
Case, 1872 (2), modern related books (9), and
related modern research material and copies
and modern film poster (a lot) £100-150
555.
The Tichborne Claimant Trial
1860s-1870s, the celebrated case of an
imposter claiming to be Sir Roger Tichborne ‘The Trial of Sir R C D Tichborne, Bart’, volumes
1 to 8, bound as three volumes, half-calf gilt,
marbled boards £40-60

556.
The Tichborne Claimant Trial
1860s-1870s, he celebrated case of an imposter
claiming to be Sir Roger Tichborne - albumen
cartes-de-visite - photographic images of
claimant, QCs and family by Maull, London
Stereoscopic Co and others (17), Tichborne
House (1), images of artwork or retouched
photographs (11), carbon prints (2), cabinets
(2) and later postcards (2) (35) £120-180
557.
Health & Efficiency magazines, other
related magazines and personal wellbeing and
‘art’ books (a lot) £70-100
558.
Mad’ Magazine Paperback Books,
pub. Signet, Ballantine and others, 1960s,
some sold in 1970s (27) £30-50
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559.
Evershed & Vignoles Ltd General
Assembly Drawings 1930s-1940s, including
binocular mounts, speed log meter, ship’s
telegraph indicator and other maritime
instruments, many wartime production,
Megger, and others, on drafting paper, af (qty)
£30-50
560.
Modern Matchboxes and Book
Matches, collected from around the world
(apx . 800) £20-30

561.
An Historic BBC Journalist’s Archive
of the NASA Apollo Missions, the property of
Ann Morley, accredited BBC TV and European
Broadcasting Union journalist at the launches,
with her passes for Apollo 8, 9 and 11, with
envelope addressed to the BBC in New York,
with official NASA colour 10 x 8 photographs
of astronauts on the lunar surface, Earth rise,
other Earth views and lunar surface (51),
highly-detailed Press Kit Books for Apollo 9, 10,
11 and 14, Apollo 10 awards ceremony card,
Apollo Mileage and Speed Converter, unused
Apollo 11 envelopes, Apollo 8 DOD Support
book, John F Kennedy Space Center folder,
1967, with later additions and RCA Apollo
programme promotional flyer; with guide to
Cape Kennedy area, April 1969, various related
magazines and newspapers, a list of extant
Apollo contacts for a 1993 documentary; and
a foreign press telephone directory for the
fractious 1972 Democratic National Convention
£1000-1500

562.
Various Items,
small childhood
stamp album, up to 1930s, folder of Japanese
stamps including 1923 Great Earthquake Issue,
commercial 2½in x 3½in silver prints of British
air crew in various Stalag Luft camps including
3, scene of The Great Escape, and Dulag Luft
transit camp, including camp entertainments
and posters, sports, huts and wire (apx. 140);
Cross biro and pencil set, Grolsch biro set, and
dummy magnum of Devaux champagne, in box
(a lot) £90-120
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563.
A World War II-era Visitor’s Book/
Autograph Album, relating to a religious
institution in the Marylebone area of London,
signatures including King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth, both dated May 13th 1943, the
Mayor and Mayoress of Marylebone, Mary
senior RAF and army officers, YMCA and TocH
representatives, Bishop of Willesden and
other churchmen, most pages unused, 19421943, and Mary Spencer Churchill, Winston’s
daughter, 1944, with a press photograph of
men of the Pioneer Corps of the Palestine
Regiment in England, a short-lived unit of the
British Army including volunteer Jewish and
Arab personnel, only operating from 19421944 £100-150
564.
The Colonel Douglas Gray Archive,
from career in the British Army in India in
1930s in Skinner’s Horse and pig-sticking,
including four period albums of his wedding
in Rawalpindi, friends and pursuits in India,
8th Army commemorative, copies of ‘The
Hoghunters’ Annual’ pig sticking magazine,
Army History magazines, and later photographs
of his career as trainer and travels in India (qty)
£50-80

565.
Barratt’s Press Agency Silver Prints
of Brooklands Race Track, Francis Curzon, 5th
Earl Howe, key figure in the BRDC, enjoying a
joke after his victory in the 1932 Whit Monday
Gold Star Race (1), and four cars on the
banking, 1930 (1), G, with The Modern World
Book of Motor Cars, P £60-80
566.
Playboy Magazines, various from
1965 (3), 1966 (5), 1967 (2), 1968 (3), 1969 (5),
1970 (3), 1971 (1), 1974 (2), 1976 (1) and 1983
(1); with other magazines (13) £30-50

568.
Various Items, horseshoe stick pin
stamped 15ct, in case, cigarette holder, and
early 19th Century pocket scales in oval tinned
iron tin £50-80
569.
Stars and Stripes’ US Wartime Daily
Newspaper, Volume 4 No. 1 November 2
1943 to No. 100 28 February 1944, bound
in two volumes, titled in gilt and Walter F
Severance, with Huntley & Palmers Bride Cake
booklet for marriage of Duke and Duchess of
York, 1923, af, and various early 20th Century
commemorative magazines and others (a lot)
£30-50

570.
Hong Kong and Chinese Interest,
a fine and historic collection, probably put
together by Royal Navy sailor on Far Eastern
tour - commercial silver print titled snapshot
album of Peking historic buildings and street
life, silver prints of European canton and street
scenes, possibly Shanghai bund (6), framed
silver prints of British naval vessels in Hong
Kong harbour (2), five period postcard albums
P4 - including global topographical, Portsmouth
RP, PP and coloured, RP Sakai people, Perak,
Malaysia, RP Grand Variety Theatre, Gillingham
(1), Valentine RP Basingstoke (2), RP Post
Office, Palgrave (2), RP Shanghai Bund (?)
and Bubbling Well Road and others (6), RP
Malta dry dock (1), RP Sutton Scotney (1), RP
Hong Kong, including defensive guns (5), RP
China (3), RP copy image of Chiang Kai-Shek’s
train, with portrait headboard and flags on
locomotive (1), and others, circa 1927
£150-250
571.
A Japanese Shibiyama empty
Lacquer Postcard Album, Oriental tourist
souvenirs and handbags, and various cigarette
cards, from same collection as previous lot,
circa 1927 £50-80

567.
Various Ephemera,
including
Bairnsfather ‘Fragments from France’ (6),
Fans’ Star Library, Fleetway, 1950s (52), Osram
lamps, telephone and aviation ephemera (qty)
£50-80
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580.
National Flag Silks, comprising
Kensitas National Flags M60, plus twenty five
variations, two packs of five silks as originally
sold and an unused album, American Tobacco
National Flag Song and Flower X25/27, Turkish
Macedonian Tobacco Co National Flags M63/66
without rare No Caption types and Yosma
(Bremen) pennant shaped flags A40/120, F-G,
(Qty) £60-80

572.
Magic Tricks, including two treen
cups, Bell ‘The Crown Mystery’, in original
box, trick card pack, card tricks, Sorrento inlaid
wooden box, postcards, including set of sx
Gibson-style girls glamour/story cards, framed
and glazed, circa 1911, set of six lighters and
re-covered brass three-draw telescope (a lot)
£30-50
573.
Various Ephemera, set of Ordnance
Survey Quarter-Inch to 1 Mile Maps, in fitted
hide carrying case, case af, incomplete, with
postcards, cigarette cards, trade cards, stamps,
unopened pack of Babycham mats and comics
(a lot) £30-50
CIGARETTE CARDS COLLECTABLES
& ADVERTISING
574.
1930s album of Wills and Players,
various part sets, including Wills Do You Know
and Wild Flowers and Players Miniatures and
Characters from Dickens, F, (400+) £20-30

575.
1920s and Later Sets, equestrian
sets comprising, W Sandorides & Co Famous
Racehorses, Ogdens Derby Entrants 1928 and
others by Players (3) and Gallaher, Wills Flower
themed sets (9) and larger format sets including
Player Types of Horses and British Livestock,
Wills Dogs and Butterflies and Moths, Godfrey
Phillips Our Dogs (2) and one reprint set, F-G,
(21 sets) £60-80
576.
1930s and Later Cigarette and Trade
Cards, cigarette card sets some held in albums,
including Players Gilbert & Sullivan (in three
sizes) four sets, Dogs (two sizes), Types of
Horses (L) and others by Players may include
some sets, Wills English Period Costumes, Rigs
of Ships (L), Modern Naval Craft (L) and others
by Wills may include some sets, together with
Churchmans and Godfrey Phillips examples
and various trade cards mainly by Lyons may
include some sets and a set of Observers
Picture Cards Dogs (L), F-G, (Qty) £40-60
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577.
1930s and Later Cigarette and Trade
Cards, cigarette card sets some held in albums,
including Ogdens Champions of 1936 and Dogs,
Players Flags of the League of Nations, Wild
Animal Heads, Victoria Cross and Aeroplanes
(Civil), Wills Speed and Railway Engines and
various other cigarette cards including Godfrey
Phillips, De Reske, Churchmans, Gallaher, CWS,
Senior Service and others may include some
sets, together with postwar trade cards by
Brooke Bond, Typhoo, Hornimans, Cadburys
and others includes some sets and some
Castella/Doncella Cigar issues, F-E, (Qty)
£80-100
578.
Edwardian and Later Cigarette and
Trade Cards, various cards some held in albums,
including Wills Capstan Cigarettes Transvaal
Series (18) F, Wills Allied Army Leaders (Set) F,
Carreras The Science of Boxing (Black Cat 39)
and High Class (17) all F, Salmon & Gluckstein
Characters From Dickens (4) P-F, F & J Smith
Cinema Stars (8) Medals (1), Traditions of the
Army & Navy (2), and Football Club Records
(1) and Shadowgraphs (13) all P-F, Singleton
& Coles Famous Officers (1) P and Gallahers
Kute Kiddies (14) P, together with various other
cards by Wills, Players, Ogdens, Carreras, may
include some sets, and others Kensitas Silks
Flags of the British Empire and trade cards
including James Pascall Scouting (3) and War
Portrait (1) P-F, Hustler Soap, Bisto, Frys and
others, P-F, (Qty) £50-80

579.
Godfrey Phillips Silk Football
Colours, P81 minus Fulham, including three
colour variations and 1 caption variation
(Tottenham Hotspur/Hotspurs), together with
ten printer’s blanks, F-G, (91) £80-120

581.
Military and American Silks,
comprising La Favorita (Canary Islands), Flags
and Soldiers of Different Nations M34 and
Morris & Sons Battle Ship Crests M23/24
(including one rare backing paper) together
with American Tobacco College Flag, Song,
Seal, Yell, G11 and Athlete and College Seals
P11, G2, F-G, (Qty) £60-80

582.
Birds Butterfly and Floral Silks,
comprising German issue Nature Series A74
and 34 colour variations, American Tobacco
Birds Set 2 L23/25 (one Nebo Cigarettes),
Turkish Macedonian Tobacco Flower and
Leaf Design series M15/16 (plus 1 colour
variation) and Nature Series M13/19 and 19
colour variations, Our Lucky Flowers M8/9
1st variation, M9/9 2nd variation, Sulima
Cigarettes Exotic Butterflies L36/50 (7 minus
card backs) and American Tobacco Tokio
Cigarettes set of Butterflies and Moths set 2a
L50, F-G, (Qty) £100-120
583.
Animals and Children Silks,
comprising sets of American Tobacco Domestic
Animal Heads M25 and Breeds of Dogs L25
including five brand variations and The Happy
Home depicting children and animals M30/32
issued with the Favourite Fireside Weekly, G,
(Qty) £50-80
584.
Imperial Tobacco Canada Silks,
Canadian Miscellany Series comprising the ten
colour variations of Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter, Day, Night, Sun, Moon, Earth and Stars
and of the Countries, Argentine Republic,
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Cuba, Denmark, Egypt, England (Arms, Lion &
Flag, Rose), France and Greece, G, (Qty)
£50-80
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591.
1920s and Later Wills and Players
Sets,
various themes including Wills
Animalloys, Life in the Royal Navy, Railway
Engines, Flags of the Empire, floral issues
and others (16) and Players Dogs (3), Cycling,
Derby and Grand National Winners, Motor
Cars, Cricketers 1934/38, RAF Badges, Football
Caricatures by R.I.P. and others (20), P-G, (36
sets) £60-80

585.
Felt and Silk Blanket Issues,
Comprising American Tobacco Miniature
Indian blankets, sets E12 Navajo Designs, and
G12 Portraits of Indians, Animal Pelt designs
G10/14, and others P5, together with Turkish
and Macedonian Tobacco silk Persian carpet
designs 6S and 17M, G, (Qty) £60-80
586.
Silk Film Stars and Old Masters, W
Lande (Dresden) Film Stars K22 including 7
colour variations and A133 including 3 colour
variations and a rare Marlene Dietrich example,
together with B.A.T. Old Masters M23/25, F-G,
(Qty) £50-60

592.
Wills Australian Issues First World
War Sets, four sets comprising War Incidents
1st and 2nd series, 1915/17, Modern War
Weapons 1915 and War Pictures 1915, F-G, (4
sets) £100-120

600.
Wills Australian Issues Horse Racing
Themes, two sets Melbourne Cup Winners
1906 (45) and Horses of Today 1906, F-G, (2)
£80-100
593.
Wills Australian Issues Military
Themed Sets, five sets comprising Victoria
Cross Heroes 1915, Britains Defenders 1914,
Types of The British Army, Types of The
Commonwealth Forces and Soldiers of the
World 1902, mostly F-G, some P, (5 sets)
£120-150
594.
Wills Australian Issues Riders of The
World Flag Girls and Time and Money, two
sets Time and Money in Different Countries
1908 and Flag Girls of All Nations also 1908,
together with Riders of The World 1913 48/50
cards including twenty with Havelock Tobacco
advertising, mostly F-G, some P, (3) £80-100

589.
Postwar and Modern Trade and
Cigarette Cards, a large number of cards
including sets by, Mills, Amalgamated Tobacco,
Reddings Tea, Ringtons, Miranda Products,
Sharps, Lyons, Junior Service, Coopers Tea and
others (45), together with a large quantity of
loose odd cards some in an album, F-G, (Qty)
£50-80
590.
Odd Loose 1930s and Later Cigarette
Cards, a large quantity of odd cards including
examples by Players, Wills, Ardath, Godfrey
Phillips, De Reske, Carreras, Churchmans, Mills
and others, P-G, (Qty) in two boxes £50-60
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598.
Wills Australian Issues Hoistorical
Themes and Conundrums, three sets of Merrie
England Studies (40), Arms and Armour 1916
and Historic Events 1913, together with Kings
and Queens of England silk issues (37/38) plus
twelve odds and conundrums 1898 (23/25)
mostly F-G, some P (5) £100-150
599.
Wills Australian Issues Flora and
Fauna Themes, four sets comprising Wild
Animals of the World 1906, Wild Animal Heads
1934, Australian Wild Flowers 1913 and Birds
of Australia 1912, including 27 with Havelock
Cigarettes advertising, mostly F-G, some P, (4)
£50-80

587.
American Tobacco Hamilton King
Girls, a set of Nos 37-61 Period Gowns G25,
(25) F-G £80-120
588.
1930s and Later Cigarette and Trade
Cards, various themed cards including a small
number sets Wills Railway Engines, Railway
Equipment and Churchmans Wonderful
Railway Travel, together with odd examples
by Players, Wills, Senior Service, Godfrey
Phillips and others, together with trade cards
by Brooke Bond, Avon Rubber, P.A. Adolph
Subbuteo, Beaulieu and others, P-G, (Qty)
£30-40

597.
Wills Australian Issues Practical
Wireless Signalling and Royal Mail, two sets
Royal Mail 1913 and Signalling also 1913,
together with Practical Wireless 54/70, mostly
F-G, some P, (3) £80-100

595.
Wills Australian Issues Scenic
Themes, two sets Australian Scene series 1925
(100) and A Tour Around the World 1910 (blue
back), together with views of the world (43),
mostly F-G, some P, (3) £50-80
596.
Wills Australian Issues British Empire
and Arms and Crests, three sets comprising
British Empire Series 1913 including 20 with
Havelock Cigarettes advertising, Arms of The
British Empire 1910 and Crests and Colours
of Australian Colleges and Schools 1929 (68)
mostly G, (3 Sets) £50-80

601.
J.J. Schuh Horse Racing Themed
Issues, Magpie Cigarettes Australian Jockeys
1921 (un-numbered 31) one duplicate,
together with a set of the numbered series
(30) with three additional odd cards, mostly
F-G, some P, (2) £80-120
602.
Sniders and Abrahams Australian
Jockeys, two sets Australian Jockeys 1908 (60)
un-numbered and Australian Jockeys 1917(48)
un-numbered, mostly F-G, some P, (2)
£60-80
603.
Sniders and Abrahams Australian
Race Horses, two sets Australian Racing Scenes
1919 (40) and Australian Race Horses 1906
(56), together with Australian Race Horses
1907 54/57, mostly F-G, Some P, (3) £80-100
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604.
Australian Sporting Themed Issues,
two sets Godfrey Phillips Australian Sporting
Celebrities 1934, Carreras Australia Personality
Series (24), Hoadleys Australia Empire Games
and Test Teams and Dudgeon & Arnell 1934
Australian Test Team(16) and four additional
odd cards, together with A.E.Allen Bradmans
Records 1931 (5) including two no 4, Mostly
F-G, Some P, (5) £100-150

605.
Sniders and Abrahams and J.J.
Schuh issues, two sets Magpie Cigarettes
Official War Photographs (72) and Sniders and
Abrahams Natives of the World (25), together
with Cartoons & Caricatures 59/60 and Match
Puzzles 8/12, mostly F-G, some P, (4)
£80-100

608.
Amalgamated Press Sets and Odds,
sets comprising, Great War Deeds (different)
1928, The Great War 1928, Heroic Deeds of
the Great War 1927, Famous Film Stars 1927,
Exploits of the Great War 1929 and Thrills of
the Dirt Track 1929, together with part sets
Famous Trains and Engines 1932 (12), Famous
Aircraft 1927(15), Great War Deeds 1927(15)
and The Great War 1929(11), Mostly F-VG,
some P, (10) £50-60
609.
1930s and Later Trade Cards, sets
including Hoadleys Early Australian Series
and British Empire Kings and Queens, Allens
Fighting Planes 1943, Medals 1938, Kings
and Queens of England and Sports and Flags
of Nations 1936, Atlantic A Film Stars, Cereal
Foods Famous People and Places 1949 and
Fyna Foods Film Stars (2 sets of 18), together
with Timaru Milling Coy Famous Flyers and
Planes (incomplete 33), mostly F-G, some P,
(10) £50-80

606.
Ardath and Godfrey Phillips Movie
Themes, three sets Ardath British Born Film
Stars 1934 and Godfrey Phillips (Australia)
Film Stars 1934 and Stars of British Film 1934,
together with Ardath Scenes From Big Films
1935 83/100, mostly F-G, some P, (4) £60-80

613.
1905 Illuminated Leather and Silver
Presentation Certificate From The Town of
Carnarvon To Dorothy Greaves and Captain
Godfrey Drage, a white tooled leather folio with
unmarked embossed rococo silver banding
mounted with the town emblem of Carnarvon
with illuminated decoration and calligraphy
inscribed Presented to Miss Dorothy Greaves
on the Occasion of the her Marriage to Captain
Godfrey Drage on 27th April 1905 at Llanbeblig
Church Carnarvon, also details thanks from
the town and a gift of a Royal Crown Derby
service, originally signed by town dignitaries,
some loss to text including these signatures,
calligraphy and illumination by Arthur Johnson
Nottingham, with original cloth cover, 18” wide
x 12” high, G £100-150
614.
1950s Shop Stock Collectables and
Stationery, various items previously part of
stock from a store closed in the 1970s, including
packets of Tudor Rose seam free micromesh
nylons, (12) in trade box, boxes of Standard
Brand Best Tacks, brass furniture fittings, trade
box of 24 packets of Emerald razor blades,
boxes of framed and glazed Bijou Mottos (23),
boxed Bell Products souvenir Lucky Keys (10),
boxed Wade No4 Puppy Dish and various
other items including Bakelite, prayer books,
book plates, whist table number cards and
game cards, boxed pencils and a box of Best
Quill Tooth Picks, P-G, (Qty) in two boxes
£50-80

610.
1930s and Later British Cigarette
Cards, all sets comprising Wills Railway
Equipment, Life in the Royal Navy, Speed
and Association Footballers, Players Modern
Naval Craft, Film Stars 3rd Series, Aircraft of
the Royal Airforce and Cycling 1939, together
with Churchmans The RAF At Work and Boxing
Personalities, G-E, (10) £40-60

607.
Carreras and Australian Liqorice
Movie Themes, three sets Australian Liqorice
Film Stars (grey) first and second series (48)
and Carreras (Australia) Personality Series
Film Stars (72), together with Carreras Smile
Away Tobacco Film Stars 62/72 and Australian
Liqorice 1937 Shirley Temple Film Scenes
17/36, mostly F-G, some P, (4) £60-80
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611.
Ogdens Guinea Gold, an Edwardian
Ogdens album containing 71 cards, subjects
include Royal, military, political and celebrity
portraits, Boer War, China including Boxers,
Naval, Sporting and Views, together with
Ogdens VC Heroes (1) and a number of modern
postcards Napoleonic battles, G, album P, (Qty)
£40-60
612.
Edwardian and Later Cigarette
Cards, a 1920s album holding various cards
including Gallaher Association Football Club
Colours (24), F & J Smith Famous Explorers
(15), Thomson & Porteus Shadowgraphs (3)
and other part sets by Wills, Lambert & Butler
and Players, mostly F-G, some P, £50-80

615.
1950s Shop Stock Books and
Ephemera, items previously part of stock from
a store closed in the 1970s, including Auto Car
sectional road map of South Eastern England
(complete stained), 15 volumes of the Ariel
Shakespeare 189 and Children’s Parties by G
B Crozier, together with many householder
and handyman guides including fruit growing,
poultry, furniture repair, carpentry, cook books
and others and a volume of The Body Beautiful
by Alice Bloch 1934, P-G, (Qty) in two boxes,
£50-80
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616.
Wills RCV Enamel Sign Swan Ink
Crate and Other Items, an enamelled Wills
RCV Tobacco sign with white text on a red
ground (some enamel loss and split) 10” wide
20” high, Swan Ink trade crate 14” wide x 7”
high, Stainsons steel six drawer index card
filing chest 12” wide x 12” high, and other
items including an Eveready Boston desk
punch, leather Masonic case, another case and
other items, P-F, (Qty) £50-80
617.
Victorian and Later Glass Ink
Bottles, a group of four all with original labels
comprising Johnson’s Fountain Pen Ink, Lyon’s
Blue Black Writing Ink, Carr’s Black Writing Ink
and Stephens’ Fountain Pen Ink with plastic
screw top impressed Stephens and a Bakelite
outer travel case also stamped Stephens, G, (5)
£60-80

620.
Colman’s Starch Sign, an enamel
sign blue on white inscribed Insist Upon Having
Colman’s Starch, by the Patent Enamel Co
Birmingham, significant loss of metal to one
edge due to rust and some enamel loss, 24”
wide x 16” high, P £40-60

621.
Strong & Co and King Rufus Eling
Signs, an enamel sign in two sections, white
on blue, inscribed Strong & Co of Romsey Ltd,
each section 72” wide x 13” high, both with
patches of enamel loss, together with two alloy
signs white on blue, inscribed Strong’s The King
Rufus Eling, both misshapen and worn, each
25” wide x 31” wide, P-F, (4) £80-120

624.
VC 10 and Boeing 757 Manuals, a
1963 VC 10 BAC Terminal Facilities manual
with bound loose leaves, and a VC10 AeCan
data sheet reproduced by the Aeroplane and
Commercial Aviation News, together with
Boeing 757 1980s bound loose leaf manuals,
comprising
M515/M516
Maintenance
Engineering- Mechanical 1/2 and 514
Equipment & Configuration Arrangements,
G-E, (4) £50-80
625.
Concorde Engineering Manuals,
loose leaves all in binders/folders, comprising
Component Location Handbook (belonging to
engineer S Excell), a copied A4 version of the
location handbook, Conversion Tables manual
(inscribed in pen Stores Sup T.B.A.) Concorde
Base/Ramp Authorisation Training manuals
RZEXKA Vol 1/Vol 2 and 1990s engineering
instructions contained in a British Airways
training and development engineering folder,
G-E, (6) £50-80

TRANSPORT

618.
Vintage Fountain Pens, fountain
pens including a boxed Platignum Petite
black and chrome example with paper band
and boxed Platignum Senior, boxed Redipen
No 1 with paper band and 14ct gold nib (and
additional box), boxed Penplas model 200h
example, an unboxed Stephen’s No 106 with
14ct gold nib and Conway Stewart 15 body
no lid (P) with 9ct gold Conway Stewart nib,
together with three Wypac Stylo no 41 pencils
in different colours with two boxes, P-F, (Qty)
£60-80
619.
1990s Phone cards and a Dial
Telephone, a collection of BT, Mercury and
international phone cards mostly 1990s
including many special edition cards, 101
Dalmatians, Gap, Dragons of Summer Flame
and others (240+) together with a boxed 1974
two tone grey plastic dial telephone stamped
S537393, (appears unused), F-E, (Qty)
£50-80
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622.
Concorde Ephemera and Furnishing
Prints, various items 1980s and later including
in flight literature, stationary, tickets, Christmas
cards, calendars, postcards and similar artwork,
thesaurus, complimentary pocket book
guides including wine, stately homes, food,
art galleries and cheese, together with three
framed furnishing prints and two posters, F-E,
(Qty) in to containers £40-60
626.
Greeves 25 DC Motorcycle, A Rare
Greeves 25DC Mk 11 East Coaster model, 1
of only 137 produced, first registered in 1965;
powered by a 250cc twin cylinder Villiers
4T Engine, much restoration work has been
carried out, including an engine rebuild by a
well known Villiers specialist; it has covered
around 200 miles since it was rebuilt, G-VG as
restoration, not tested £3000-5000

623.
Concorde and BA Engineering
Memorabilia, various items including
Concorde ties and bag and BA Engineering
items including a jumper, playing cards, travel
clock, code of practice binder, wallet, literature
and stationery and other items including a BA
travel bag, F-G, (Qty) £40-50

627.
Raleigh Bicycle, Gents bicycle,
believed produced 1947-1950, 22.5 inch
frame, 3 speed Sturmey Archer dyno hub,
Brooks leather sprung saddle, rod brakes, rear
carrier, appears complete and useable, F-G (1)
£50-90
628.
Raleigh Bicycle, Gents bicycle,
believed produced circa 1950-1955, 22.5 inch
frame, 3 speed Sturmey Archer dyno hub,
appears complete and useable, F-G (1)
£50-90
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638.
Porsche 928 Parts, right hand front
wing for a Porsche 928, believed to be an S2
model, G (1) £50-100

645.
Short & Mason pocket barometer,
with maritime desk ornaments, including a
Cunard line ashtray, HMS Renown small silver
ashtray and other items , F-G, (14) £80-120

629.
Falcon racing bicycle, Gents RacingTouring bike, circa 1970s, 5 speed Derailleur
gears, 21.5 inch frame, chrome rims, cottered
crank, rear carrier-panniers, G (1) £50-90
630.
Folding Bicycle, Raleigh Stowaway
folding bicycle, single speed, F-G (1) £30-60
631.
Folding Bicycle, Hercules Compact
folding bicycle, 3 speed gears, F-G (1) £30-60
632.
Queen Mary 2, A framed print of the
Queen Mary 2, dated 2003, approx 63 x 43cm,
F-G, (1) £10-30

639.
German
car
badge,
ADAC
(Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club)
car grille badge marked 1903-1953, 50th
anniversary, VG, (1) £50-100
640.
Transport Poster, A colourful poster
depicting travel to and on the Isle of Wight,
approx 67 x 50 cm, with bus route guide for
service No. 6 Fishergate - Brighton £40-60

646.
Classic Car Steering Wheel, Ppssibly
to fit a Ford Zephyr, Zodiac or Consul Mk1
classic car, 16 inch diameter, G, (1) £30-50
647.
Crystal and Glassware, maritimethemed collection, including a Dartington vase
celebrating the Artemis final Grand voyage
2011, a Jasper Conran Stuart Crystal Aura bowl,
plus additional items , E, boxes VG, (6)
£60-80

641.
Titanic commemorative serviette,
Paper serviette, commemorating the loss of
the Ship, crew and passengers, April 1912,
created by William Burrough Scott, VG-E, (1)
£50-60

633.
Registration number, Personal
number plate B1 GGH, currently on retention
certificate, could read BIG GH; buyer to pay
transfer fee. £500-1000
634.
Porsche 928 Parts, left hand door
for a Porsche 928, believed to be an S2 model,
complete door including mirror, G, (1) £50-100

642.
Cased Sextant, A Heath & Co Sextant
dated September 1917, 7.5 inch radius, G,
case, G, (1) £100-120

648.
Malt Whisky, pair of sealed bottles
containing 12 year old Speyside single malt
whisky, in decanters, marked Adonia, a P&O
cruise ship. Numbers 49 and 51 of 300 bottles,
in addition a bottle of Mumm Champagne
celebrating the naming ceremony of the
Adonia and Oceana cruise ships 2003, E, boxes
F-VG, (3) £90-120
649.
Malt Whisky, pair of sealed bottles
containing 12 year old Speyside single malt
whisky, in decanters, marked Artemis, a P&O
cruise ship. Numbers 70 and 197 of 300 bottles,
although sealed one missing glass stopper, VGE, boxes, P-G, (2) £70-90

635.
Porsche 928 Parts, right hand door
for a Porsche 928, believed to be an S2 model,
complete door including mirror, G, (1) £50-100

650.
Malt Whisky, bottle of 12 year old
Speyside single Malt Whisky, sealed in its
decanter, marked Adonia, a P&O cruise ship,
number 142 of 300 bottles, E, box, VG, (1)
£40-60

636.
Porsche 928 Parts, tailgate assembly
for a Porsche 928, believed to be an S2 model,
(1) £50-100
637.
Porsche 928 Parts, pair of Porsche
928 S2 alloy wheels and tyres, one with deep
scratches on the outer face, P-G, (2) £60-80
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643.
Ship’s Compass, Brass Ship’s
Compass, gimbal-mounted, 19cm diameter,
side chamber for illuminant, appears to
function, G (1) £60-80

651.
SS Uganda, collection of memorabilia
for the SS Uganda, including many photographs
and prints, audio tapes, a sweater showing her
time as a Hospital ship during the Falklands
conflict, plus many more items, G, (qty)
£50-70

644.
Ship’s Pulleys, one appears recent
with a 19cm composite pulley, the other
appears older and has two brass pulleys 9cm
diameter, with a modern Masthead light, with
11cm glass globe, F-E, (3) £50-70
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657.
P&O memorabilia, collection of P&O
memorabilia, including a small clock, pocket
notebook, cocktail shaker, pens, cups, cuff
links, maps, plus many other items, G-E, (qty)
£50-70

652.
SS Canberra, large collection of
memorabilia for the P & O cruise ship SS
Canberra, including desk ornaments, branded
clothing, games, plaques and many more
items, G, (qty) £100-200

658.
Cruise Ship memorabilia, small
collection of memorabilia for cruise ships,
Oriana, Adonia and Arcadia, including watches
(6) Crystal and glass paperweights, passenger
and crew information, Wedgwood Espresso
set, an inlet valve from one of the Adonia’s
engines, plus many more items, G-E, boxes G,
(qty) £60-80

665.
Marine Books, selection of books,
including several covering the history of
P&O, hard and softback, includes a pair P&O
Sketches and Pencilling’s, VG-E, (19) £30-50

653.
SS Artemis, collection of memorabilia
for the SS Artemis including, a small clock,
coaster, Ladies scarf, a plaque apparently given
to the ship by the President of the Canary
Islands in 2010, ship-branded Wedgwood
china, plus many more items, G, (qty) £50-70
654.
Princess Anne Chair, Sir Hugh
Casson-Barry Banyard designed chair, this one
used by HRH Princess Anne during the 5th
Falklands Anniversary Dinner April 1987, on
the Canberra; the chair has steel extensions
fitted to enable her sit at the correct height of
the table, G, (1) £40-60

664.
Silver Clocks, two desk clocks, by R J
Carr, one marked Farewell Canberra Round the
World Cruise 1997, the other for the Oriana,
both are hallmarked, VG-E, (2) £60-80

659.
Cruise Ship memorabilia, collection
of memorabilia for the Cruise Ship Victoria,
including a Burns crystal plate, commemorative
plaques, ceramics, key rings, ephemera, plus
many other items, G-E, (qty) £50-70

666.
P&O memorabilia, small selection,
including a Fine Bone China 2 person tea set,
in original box, a pair of glass bowls, etched
Canberra, a Royal Doulton Bone China trinket
box, states Canberra World Cruise 1989, a
Crystal Goblet etched Canberra World Cruise
1988, a pair of Caroline Charles Ladies head
squares, E, (8) £70-90
667.
Marine Prints, A collection of Marine
prints and photograph, all appear to be P&O
ships, G-VG, (5) £30-50

660.
P&O The Posh Club, collection of
the P&O Posh Club items, including a pair of
small glass trays, decorated with ships images,
Silver plate trays and paper knives, coasters,
collections of period postcards, a classic design
suitcase, plus other items, G-E, (qty) £50-70

655.
Oriana, A collection of memorabilia
for the Cruise Ship Oriana, including a pair of
Jasper Conran Strata designed vases by Stuart
Crystal, approx 28cm tall, a 21cm model of the
ship, books, a paperweight and a Gala Dinner
plate, E, boxes, G, (10) £70-90

661.
Madeira Port, three bottles of
Blandy’s Travel Madeira Port Wine, two half
size bottles of 5 year old Bual, plus a 75cl
bottle of Blandy’s Duke Of Clarence Port, all
celebrating the maiden voyage of the Cruise
Ship Oriana in 1995, all sealed, VG-E, boxes,
F-G, (3) £40-60

668.
Jet Engine Wind Tunnel   Nacelle
Model, scale model of an aircraft jet engine
nacelle, believed to be a wind tunnel test piece
from Bae Woodford used to develop engines
for the BA146 aircraft, complete with wing
mounting, size approx 760 x 230 mm, E, (1)
£400-600
669.
Aircraft Propeller Hub, hub only of
wooden aircraft propeller, attached plaque
reading ‘From the Officers, Royal Air Force
Risalpur (India)’, size approx. 580mm x 250mm
x 160mm, VG-E, (1) £60-80

656.
Princess Class Cruise Ship, large
collection of memorabilia for the Princess
class cruise Ships, including the Royal Princess
named by HRH Princess Diane, items include
passenger and crew information, including rare
ship’s plans, memorabilia, books, wine glasses,
china plus many other items, G-E, (qty)
£70-100
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662.
Cruise Ship memorabilia, large
collection of ship’s memorabilia, including
a selection from the Aurora, items include
ceramics, passenger and crew ephemera,
small toys, clothing, books flags, plus many
more items, G, (qty) £50-70

670.
Helicopter Tail Rotor Model, scale
model helicopter tail rotor blade, made of
aluminium, size approx. 118mm x 34mm, VG,
(1) £60-80

663.
Cruise Ship Clothing, collection of
clothing, passengers and crew, for P&O and
other operators, including an Officer’s uniform,
ladies and gents garments, VG-E, (qty) £40-60
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679.
Car clock, early 20th Century car
clock by Smith & Son Ltd, wind up clock in
plated dashboard mounting case, does not
appear to function, G, (1) £120-180

686.
Rover P4 Badge, circa 1950s Rover
P4 bonnet badge, similar style desk ornament,
and Morris bonnet badge, F-G, (3) £30-50
687.
Badge Collection, small collection
of car related badges, including MG Car Club,
Diagrit Group Motor Club, Porsche, Ferrari and
three others, F-VG, (8) £30-50

671.
Apollo 11 Moon Landing, Norman
Mailer’s book Moonfire, special edition
number 776 (of 1969 produced), with signed
photographic print of Buzz Aldrin, no COA, E,
box VG (1) £500-700
672.
Michael Turner Motor Sport Prints,
selection of prints made for the Castrol Oil Co,
depicting scenes covering 1950-1980s, size
approx 60 x 44 cm, VG, (8) £50-100
673.
Motor Car Oil Lamp, early 20th
Century motor car oil lamp, marked Les
Vestales Phares Besnard Paris, clear front glass
and a pair of side lights with red lenses, appears
complete, lens approx 112 mm diameter, G, (1)
£40-60

680.
Jaguar SS bonnet motif, rare preWorld War Two Desmo early style SS leaping
Jaguar bonnet motif, flat mount version,
approx 8 inches long, plating in good condition,
G-VG, (1) £150-250
681.
Chevrolet radiator cap, scarce
Chevrolet winged radiator cap, circa 1930,
wings repaired, threads appear good, approx 3
inches diameter, G, (1) £100-200

688.
Mack Trucks Bulldog, plinthmounted chrome-plated Mack Bulldog bonnet
ornament, approx 5 inches in length, VG, (1)
£40-60

682.
Car Club Badges, Royal Automobile
Club badge and Automobile Association
badges - South African and scarce Rhodesian
versions (3) £50-70

689.
Jaguar bonnet figures,
pair of
plinth-mounted leaping Jaguar figures, approx
8 and 5 inches in length, VG, (2) £40-60

683.
African Car badges, including Royal
Automobile Club of South Africa badge,
Rhodesian RAC plastic type badge, with pair of
AA badges, F-G, (4) £60-80

674.
Fuel cans, pair of early 20th century
fuel cans, one marked SAP, the other with
Swift bird on the cap, both believed to be early
French fuel companies, approx 5 litre capacity,
G, (2) £30-50

684.
South African car badges, A small
collection of car badges, including SCC Roof
of Africa Rally, Barberspan 500, IAM Rhodesia,
plus other badges , F-G, (7) £100-200

675.
Ship’s Bell, mid-20th century ship’s
bell, marked M/T VESTEN and 1951, lacks
clapper, dented rim, 40cm tall, F-G (1)
£130-230

678.
Ship’s Plaques, four ship related
plaques, one marked Diana, 19cm, another
with three lions, marked Sir Lancelot, plus
a larger example with two keys below Navy
crown, 36cm plus one other, F-G, (4) £40-60
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691.
Photograph collection, sizeable
collection of photographs - military and civilian
aircraft, railways and ships, together with
framed limited edition print Evening Patrol by
John Young and two others, G-VG, (qty)
£50-80
692.
Aircraft Marking guides, A collection
of Ian Allen Aircraft marking guides (20),
racing car cigarette card albums, Shell Historic
car coin collection cards, calendars, and other
items , F-G, (qty) £40-60

676.
Ship’s Portholes, pair of mid 20th
Century ship’s portholes, of circular form,
with four screw catches to open shutter, 47cm
diameter, glazed windows 35.5 cm diameter, G
(2) £180-260
677.
Tube and Rail maps, A Central
London Tube Map, dated 1912, double-sided,
colourprinted, approx 36 x 28cm, with 1922
Tube and Railway map, plus 2 further rail
guides, P-G, (4) £40-60

690.
Airline flight bags, collection
of Airline flight bags - BA, BEA, including
passenger comfort items, P-VG, (20) £30-50

693.
Novelty Aston Martin Dealership
Table Lighter, 1960s, gold coloured metal
plated table lighter with black ignition button,
engraved ‘Aston Martin Jensen & Rootes
Wilmslow Garages Ltd’, made by Rowenta
Electronics, Germany (unchecked) F £40-60
685.
Spirit of Ecstasy, Rolls Royce Spirit
of Ecstasy car figure, with Goddess of Victory
trophy topper and Dodge Ram desk ornament,
F-G, (3) £50-70
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694.
SS Canberra First Class Dinner and
Tea Ware, ceramic tea and dinner ware with
a geometric blue pattern designed by Lady
Casson for SS Canberra, by Ashworth Bros,
including plates, comport, bowls, lidded
tureen, tea and coffee pots, cups and saucers
and other items of table ware, some crazing,
no obvious damage, some minor wear, G, (28)
£50-80
695.
Orient Line Tea and Dinner Ware,
ceramic tea and dinner ware with sea shell
decoration, including plates, tea and coffee
pots, cup and saucer and other items of table
ware by Ashworth Bros (5), North Staffordshire
Pottery (8) and Royal Doulton (2), some
crazing, no obvious damage, some minor wear
and staining, F-G, (15) £50-60

698.
Merchant Ship Playing Cards and
Other Souvenir Items, fifteen packs of boxed
playing cards all P&O 1950s and later (five
complete others missing jokers), three packs
of Orient line examples (one circular and one
Patience unchecked), P&O matchboxes and
books (7) and a Chusan 1970 miniature life
buoy, together with other items including
Canberra glass ashtray, Orient Line example,
Oriana glass tumblers, RMS Narkunda wooden
trinket pot, farewell Oriana can of Fosters
lager, Canberra tea towels (2), and various
other items, F-E, (Qty) £50-80

696.
P&O Metal Ware and Ceramics,
various items all branded with P&O insignia
including Royal Doulton stoneware ashtrays
(2), Ashworth Bros pottery jug, Mumby
Portsmouth stone ware bottle, silver plated
cruet pots, goblets, ashtrays and spoons some
with enamelled detail, dressing table trinket
pots and compact and glass paperweight and
two small wine glasses, G, (20) £50-80
699.
1930s to 1960s Liner Ephemera,
various items of ephemera including, menus,
programmes, excursion guides, labels, headed
note paper and other items from various ships
including Canberra maiden voyage magazine
and 1965 letter from Cunard General Manager
to passengers on the Mauretania North Cape
cruise announcing propeller damage and the
need for dry dock to replace the damaged
propeller, whilst passengers stay on the Queen
Mary, G, (Qty) £50-80

697.
Merchant Ship Souvenir Metal
Ware, a collection of silver plate, pewter and
brassware, including tankards, napkin rings,
spoons (two hallmarked silver), ashtrays,
measures, bells, badges, compact, card case,
comb, and other items, many with enamelled
detail from various ships including Arcadia
(1954-79), Baradine, Benalla, Bendigo,
Canberra, Canton, RMS China, Chitral, Chusan,
Comorin, Corfu, Himalaya, Iberia, Morea,
Moldavia, Mulbera, Naldera, Nevasa, Orcades
(1948-72), Orford, Oriana (1960-82), Oronsay,
Orsova, Stratheden, Strathnever and Uganda
(G-E), together with an unusual copper belt
buckle clasp depicting the Great Eastern
inscribed Laying the Atlantic Cable, (P), (50+)
£60-80
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700.
Modern Cruise Liner Memorabilia
and Furnishing Prints, various items including
ephemera, towels, t shirts, pens and other
items relating to Oriana, Arcadia, Canberra,
Aurora, Oceana, Artemis, Azura and others
including four cans of Fosters Lager from
Oriana’s maiden season 1995, boxed pewter
model of Canberra, boxed Ventura 2008 glass T
light holder by Nick Munro and boxed Claytown
Collection model of Titanic, together with
reproduction liner adverts glazed and framed,
a set of Wills and Mills Merchant Ships of the
World cigarette cards (2 sets), both framed and
glazed and other items, G-E, (Qty) in two boxes
£40-60

701.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Five Oaks and Ferring, 32cm in diameter F, (2)
£80-120
702.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Danhill and Fittleworth (cracked), 32cm in
diameter F, (2) £80-£120
703.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Langhurst and Warnham, 32cm in diameter F,
(2) £80-£120

704.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Thakeham and Westbourne, 32cm in diameter
F, (2) £80-120
705.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Fittleworth and Nutbourne, 32cm in diameter
F, (2) £80-120
706.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Pulborough and Thakeham, 32cm in diameter
F, (2) £80-120

707.
Original Finger Post Circular Village
Name Signs, two cast iron WSCC pierced signs
Compton and Parham (with damage), 32cm in
diameter F, (2) £60-80
708.
Original Finger Post Circular Town
Name Sign, a cast iron pierced sign Tiverton R
D , 32 cm in diameter F £50-60
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709.
Pre Warboys Barnstaple Direction
Sign, an alloy sign in the form of an arrow black
on white inscribed Barnstaple A39, 77cm wide
x 33cm high, F £60-80

710.
Pre Warboys Low Bridge Sign, an
alloy example black on white, inscribed Low
Bridge Headroom 13’ -9” 2 Miles with direction
arrow mounted with reflectors and partially
removed later overhead wires label, 14” wide x
28” high, G £100-150

715.
Pre Warboys Road Sign, an alloy sign
black on white inscribe Signals Ahead depicting
a traffic light, 30 cm wide x 54 cm high, F
£80-120

721.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, three
circular alloy post top warning signs red
painted with reflectors (one damaged), each
46 cm in diameter, P-F, (3) £80-100

716.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two
alloy signs black on white inscribed Bend by
Gowshall and Road Junction with makers mark,
both with reflectors, each 30 cm wide by 54 cm
high,F, (2) £100-120

722.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, five
circular signs, two alloy and three cast iron,
one inscribed road restriction white on red
(damaged), the other two plain one by Paragon
Eng Co Bridport the other Royal Label Factory,
each 46cm in diameter, (5) £100-120

711.
Pre Warboys Halt Sign, an alloy sign
black on white inscribed Halt at Major Road
Ahead with reflectors, by Needham Stockport,
63 cm wide x 67cm high, F £80-120

717.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two alloy
signs black on white inscribed Slow Major Road
Ahead (one mounted on a post),the larger 36
cm wide by 77 cm high,F, (2) £100-120

712.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two alloy
signs black on white inscribed Steep Hill and
Road Junction both with reflectors, each 30 cm
wide by 54 cm high,F, (2) £100-120

718.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two alloy
signs black on white inscribed All Hours Limit
12 Hours and Everyday 8am-12 Midnight Limit
3 Hours, each 30cm wide x 54 cm High, F, (2)
£80-120

723.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two
circular alloy 30 MPH speed limit signs, both
with reflectors one by Royal Label Factory, each
46cm in diameter, F, (2) £100-120

713.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two alloy
signs black on white inscribed Cross Roads
by the Royal Label Factory and Road Junction
both with reflectors, each 30 cm wide by 54 cm
high,F, (2) £100-120
724.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, three
circular alloy red warning signs each inset with
inverted triangles, two with reflectors, each
61cm in diameter, F, (3) £100-150

719.
Pre Warboys Bends Sign, an alloy
sign black on white inscribed Bends For 1½
Miles, with reflectors by Needham Stockport
43 cm wide x 77 cm high, F £100-120
714.
Pre Warboys Road Signs, two alloy
signs black on white inscribed Bend and Road
Junction both with reflectors, each 30 cm wide
by 54 cm high,F, (2) £100-120
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720.
Pre Warboys Low Bridge Sign, an
alloy sign black on white inscribed 600 Yds
Ahead Low Bridge Head Room 12FT 6INS, with
reflectors and makers label, 36cm wide x 70cm
high, F £80-120

725.
Original Heavy Vehicle Restriction
Notices, a cast iron notice inscribed
Locomotives, Heavy Motor Cars, and All Motor
Vehicles with Seats For More Than 15 Persons
Prohibited, together with another for vehicles
with seats for more than 21 persons (damage
to one corner), the larger 60cm x 60cm, F, (2)
£80-100
726.
Republic of Ireland Road Signs, two
alloy signs black on white inscribed Sraid Na
Bearraice (Berry Street) and Na Chearnos (The
Square) the larger 107cm wide x 15 cm high, F
£60-80
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730.
Republic of Ireland Junction Left
Sign, a cast iron example red on white inset
with red reflectors and inscribed Junction left
in Gaelic and English, by Macroom Engineering
Co Ltd, 12” wide x 27” high, F £100-120

727.
Republic of Ireland School Sign,
a cast iron example depicting the torch of
knowledge and inscribed School in Gaelic and
English, 12” wide x 27” high, F £80-120

735.
AA Dangerous Corner Signs two
yellow and black triangular enamel signs,
inscribed Dangerous Corner Safety First, both
by Franco Signs, both with enamel loss, each
66cm wide, 56cm high, P-F, (2) £120-160
731.
RAC To Car Park Sign, an arched
enamelled sign depicting RAC emblem above
lettering To Free Car Park with direction arrow
white on blue, by Burnham & Co no 2856, 21”
wide x 28” high, F-G £150-200
732.
AA Road Flooded Sign, an alloy sign
yellow and black inscribed Road Flooded with
AA insignia, 24” wide x 12” high, F £60-80

728.
Republic of Ireland Cross Roads
Sign, a cast iron example black on yellow inset
with red reflectors and inscribed cross roads in
Gaelic and English, 12” wide x 27” high, F
£100-120

736.
AA Caterham Road Sign, an original
circular yellow and black enamel road sign
inscribed Caterham, Godstone 2½, Croydon
6¼, London 16, Safety First by Franco Signs,
74cm in diameter some enamel loss, F
£250-350

END OF AUCTION
733.
1920s AA and Motor Union School
Sign, a blue and yellow triangular enamel sign
inscribed School Safety First by K Francis Signs,
66 cm wide, F-G £150-200

729.
Republic of Ireland Junction End
Sign, a cast iron example red on white inset
with red reflectors and inscribed Junction End
in Gaelic and English, by Macroom Engineering
Co Ltd, 12” wide x 27” high, F £100-120
734.
AA School Sign, a yellow and black
enamel triangular sign inscribed School Safety
First by Franco Signs, 66cm wide x 56cm high,
F-G, £150-200
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NOW HERE
LIVE INTERNET BIDDING
WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES
We are delighted to announce that you
are now able to bid online directly with SAS

We have now launched the new
SAS Live bidding platform
Visit: auctions.specialauctionservices.com for more details
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Paddle

81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
SA151019
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.  
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority.
In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall
govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you
bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room, telephone
bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price will be charged for all bidding online via SAS LIVE and
a premium of 22.5% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com
c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by
the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%).
This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin
Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union.
[These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the
hammer price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on
the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in
house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right
to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay
for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please
notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are
not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably
held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or
in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where
stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed
materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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